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Welcome

Welcome to IGBC's Green Building Congress 2023! 

With immense joy and gratitude, we extend our warm welcome to you at the IGBC's Green Building Congress 2023, India's 
flagship annual event on Green Buildings & Built Environment, proudly supported by the World Green Building Council, 
WorldGBC. 

Since its inception in 2001, IGBC's Green Building Congress has stood as a beacon of inspiration and innovation in the 
Indian construction industry. Today, owing to the unwavering support, guidance, and active involvement of all stakeholders, 
India proudly stands as one of the top 2 countries globally in terms of the largest registered green building footprint. We 
wholeheartedly thank you for being an integral part of this remarkable green journey. 

Your presence at the Green Building Congress 2023 is immensely valued by IGBC and the entire green building industry 
in India. As we embark on the 21st edition of this flagship event, your participation holds even more significance. We are 
confident that the Green Building Congress 2023 will offer you valuable insights and takeaways that will further enrich your 
knowledge and understanding of green building practices. 

At IGBC, we are committed to driving positive change, and we are proud to announce the launch of our 'Mission on Net Zero' 
initiative, aimed at transforming India into one of the leading countries in achieving 'Net Zero.' In alignment with this vision, 
the theme for Green Building Congress 2023 is 'Advancing Net Zero through Decarbonisation.' This theme mirrors our nation's 
commitment to achieving Net Zero emissions by 2070, and we are excited to explore the myriad possibilities and strategies 
with esteemed participants like you. 

Green Building Congress 2023 has been meticulously designed to educate, engage, celebrate, and sensitize all stakeholders 
about the Green and Net Zero Movement. We are confident that this event will further amplify the momentum built over the 
past two decades, fostering collaborations and innovative solutions to address our shared environmental challenges. 

As we gather in the vibrant city of Chennai, India, we wish you a delightful, enlightening, and unforgettable experience at the 
Green Building Congress 2023. May your time with us be filled with enriching discussions, valuable connections, and inspiring 
moments that fuel your passion for green practices. 

Once again, thank you for your valuable presence and active participation. Together, let us pave the way for a greener, more 
sustainable future for people and the planet. 

Warmest Regards, 

Dear Friends,

Ajit Kumar Chordia
Chairman 

IGBC Chennai Chapter

Gurmit Singh Arora
National Chairman

Indian Green Building Council

B Thiagarajan
National Vice Chairman

Indian Green Building Council

Supporting Partner
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www.CII.in

The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) works to create and sustain an environment conducive to the 
development of India, partnering Industry, Government and civil society, through advisory and consultative 
processes.

CII is a non-government, not-for-profit, industry-led and industry-managed organization, with around 9,000 
members from the private as well as public sectors, including SMEs and MNCs, and an indirect membership of 
over 300,000 enterprises from 286 national and regional sectoral industry bodies.

For more than 125 years, CII has been engaged in shaping India's development journey and works proactively 
on transforming Indian Industry's engagement in national development. CII charts change by working closely 
with Government on policy issues, interfacing with thought leaders, and enhancing efficiency, competitiveness 
and business opportunities for industry through a range of specialized services and strategic global linkages. It 
also provides a platform for consensus-building and networking on key issues.

Extending its agenda beyond business, CII assists industry to identify and execute corporate citizenship 
programmes. Partnerships with civil society organizations carry forward corporate initiatives for integrated and 
inclusive development across diverse domains including affirmative action, livelihoods, diversity management, 
skill development, empowerment of women, and sustainable development, to name a few.

As India strategizes for the next 25 years to India@100, Indian industry must scale the competitiveness ladder 
to drive growth. It must also internalize the tenets of sustainability and climate action and accelerate its 
globalisation journey for leadership in a changing world. The role played by Indian industry will be central to 
the country's progress and success as a nation. CII, with the Theme for 2023-24 as 'Towards a Competitive and 
Sustainable India@100: Growth, Inclusiveness, Globalisation, Building Trust' has prioritized 6 action themes 
that will catalyze the journey of the country towards the vision of India@100.

With 65 offices, including 10 Centres of Excellence, in India, and 8 overseas offices in Australia, Egypt, Germany, 
Indonesia, Singapore, UAE, UK, and USA, as well as institutional partnerships with 350 counterpart organizations 
in 133 countries, CII serves as a reference point for Indian industry and the international business community.

ABOUT CII

Confederation of Indian Industry
The Mantosh Sondhi Centre

23, Institutional Area, Lodi Road, New Delhi – 110 003 (India)
T: 91 11 45771000 / 24629994-7 • F: 91 11 24626149

E: info@cii.in • W: www.cii.in

Reach us via our Membership Helpline: 00-91-99104 46244
CII Helpline Toll Free Number: 1800-103-1244

https://www.cii.in/About_Us.aspx?enc=ns9fJzmNKJnsoQCyKqUmaQ==

Follow us on :

cii.in/facebook cii.in/twitter cii.in/linkedin cii.in/youtube

https://www.cii.in/About_Us.aspx?enc=ns9fJzmNKJnsoQCyKqUmaQ==
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CII-Sohrabji Godrej Green Business Centre (CII-Godrej GBC) was established in the year 2004, as CII’s 
Developmental Institute on Green Practices & Businesses, aimed at offering world class advisory services 
on conservation of natural resources. The Green Business Centre in Hyderabad is housed in one of the 
greenest buildings in the world and through Indian Green Building Council (IGBC) is spearheading the 
Green Building movement in the country. The Green Business Centre was inaugurated by His Excellency 
Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, the then President of India on 14 July 2004.

The Services of Green Business Centre include - Green Buildings, Energy Management, Green Companies, 
Renewable Energy, GHG Inventorization, Green Product Certification, Waste Management and Cleaner 
Production Process. CII-Godrej GBC works closely with the stakeholders in facilitating India emerge as 
one of the global leaders in Green Business by the year 2022.

• CII - Sohrabji Godrej Green Business Centre 
 Survey # 64, Kothaguda Post 
 R R District, Hyderabad - 500084 
 India 
 Tel: +91 40-44185111 (B) 
 Fax: +91 40 44185189 
 E-mail: gbc@cii.in

• website http://www.greenbusinesscentre.com/

About CII-Sohrabji Godrej Green Business Centre

mailto:gbc@cii.in
http://www.greenbusinesscentre.com/
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The Indian Green Building Council (IGBC), part of the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) was formed in the year 
2001. The vision of the council is, “To enable a sustainable built environment for all and facilitate India to be one of the 
global leaders in the sustainable built environment by 2025”. 
The council offers a wide array of services which include developing new green building rating programmes, 
certification services and green building training programmes. The council also organises Green Building Congress, 
its annual flagship event on green buildings. 
The council is committee-based, member-driven and consensus-focused. All the stakeholders of construction 
industry comprising of architects, developers, product manufacturers, corporate, Government, academia and nodal 
agencies participate in the council activities through local chapters. The council also closely works with several State 
Governments, Central Government, World Green Building Council, bilateral multi-lateral agencies in promoting green 
building concepts in the country. 
Till date, 11,586 projects are registered with IGBC’s Green Building Rating Programs amounting to a footprint of  
10.42 billion sq ft. These projects are coming up in both public and private sectors that include government buildings, 
IT parks, corporate offices, schools, colleges, banks, factories, residential complexes, airports, SEZs, townships, 
stadiums etc. IGBC’s share of the green building footprint in the country is more than 90%. 

IGBC has launched the following different green rating programs so far to suit all types of construction projects: 

IGBC Green Residential
	 IGBC Green Homes
	 IGBC Green Residential Societies
	 IGBC Green Affordable Housing
	 IGBC NEST

Other Building Typologies
	 IGBC Green Schools
	 IGBC Green Campus
	 IGBC Green Interiors
	 IGBC Green Place of Worship

IGBC Green Commercial
	 IGBC Green New Buildings
	 IGBC Green Existing Buildings
	 IGBC Green Healthcare
	 IGBC Health and Well-being
	 IGBC Green Data Center
	 Data Centres
	 IGBC Green Service Buildings
	 IGBC Green Resorts

IGBC Green Industrial
	 IGBC Green Factory Buildings
	 IGBC Green Logistics Parks and Warehouses

IGBC Green Built Environment
	 IGBC Green Townships
	 IGBC Green Cities
	 IGBC Green Existing Cities
	 IGBC Green Hill Habitat
	 IGBC Green Mass Rapid Transit System
	 IGBC Green Existing Mass Rapid Transit System
	 IGBC Green Railway Stations
	 IGBC Green High Speed Rail
	 IGBC Green Landscapes
	 IGBC Green Villages

IGBC Net Zero
	 IGBC Net Zero Energy Buildings
	 IGBC Net Zero Water Buildings
	 IGBC Net Zero Waste Rating System

The vision of IGBC is to enable a sustainable built environment for all and facilitate India to be one of the global leaders 
in sustainable built environment by 2025. IGBC is on course to achieve this with the support of 1,615 (187 Founding 
Members) organizational members spread across 29 chapters in the country.
To seed the ideas of green building concepts in the minds of young people, IGBC has started Student chapters in 
various architectural and engineering colleges. As of today, there are more than 300 student chapters in leading 
institutes across the country.
In order to develop service providers equipped to facilitate green building projects, IGBC organizes training programs 
and conducts the Accredited Professional (AP) Examination. Till date, 5,976 individuals have qualified the IGBC AP 
exam.

About Indian Green Building Council (IGBC)



IGBC-rated projects has also been recognized by Central and several State government agencies for incentives like 
Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change (MoEFCC), Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI), 
state government agencies in Punjab, Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat, Jharkhand, Haryana, Himachal 
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, etc. 
IGBC is a founding member of the World Green Building Council. IGBC’s efforts have resulted in India being positioned 
among the top 3 countries in the world today in terms of registered green building footprint. IGBC-rated buildings 
have repeatedly proved their operational excellence and exemplary sustainability quotient at various international 
platforms.
IGBC, on the occasion of Earth Day last year (22 April 2021), had launched the ‘Mission on Net Zero’ with a vision to 
‘facilitate India in becoming one of the foremost countries in transforming to Net Zero by 2050’. The IGBC Mission 
is in alignment with our Hon'ble Prime Minister’s pledge that India would cut its emissions to net zero by 2070. This 
IGBC Mission, which is a National campaign, would result in multi-fold benefits such as: Reduction of CO2 emissions, 
Deployment of multiple technologies, Adoption of Cleaner fuels, New employment opportunities, etc.
IGBC’s Mission on Net Zero has thus far witnessed the commitment from 300+ leading organisations from the Indian 
building sector IGBC has developed the following guidelines which facilitate the adoption of Net Zero concepts:
• IGBC Net Zero Energy Buildings Rating
• IGBC Net Zero Water Rating
• IGBC Net Zero Waste Rating
• IGBC's Guidance Framework for Net Zero Carbon Buildings
IGBC is based out of the CII Green Business Centre in Hyderabad, India. This was the 1st ‘Platinum’ rated green building 
in the country. This building has world-wide recognition and is also Net Zero Energy Platinum-rated building.

India’s green buildings are truly National 
by choice but Global in performance.
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Blue Star is India's leading air conditioning, commercial refrigeration and MEP (Mechanical, Electrical, 
Plumbing and Fire-fighting) contracting company with almost 80 years of experience. The Company 
offers a plethora of cooling solutions and has also made inroads into water and air purification, 
engineering facilities management, commercial kitchen and healthcare refrigeration including vaccine 
refrigeration. The Company’s integrated business model of a Manufacturer; Engineering, Procurement 
and Construction (EPC) services provider; and an After-sales service provider enables it to offer 
comprehensive solutions for the Residential, Commercial and Infrastructure segments. 

Blue Star today has a network of 30 offices, 7 modern manufacturing facilities, and around 3132 employees. 
It has 4040 channel partners with over 8000 stores along with around 1251 service associates reaching 
out to customers in over 900 towns. 

The Company has an expansive global footprint. 

Blue Star’s other businesses include marketing and maintenance of imported professional electronic 
equipment and services, as well as industrial products and systems.
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Reliance New Energy is dedicated to becoming a global leader in the fight against climate change. The 
overarching vision of the company is to provide affordable and sustainable green energy solutions, 
which will make clean and abundant energy accessible to everyone. As a responsible corporate citizen, 
Reliance is committed to developing end-to-end green energy solutions that will transform the energy 
landscape.

With its world-class execution capability and strong debt-free balance sheet, Reliance aims to improve 
the economics of the green ecosystem and make clean energy accessible to the billion Indians. To 
achieve this mission, the company has embarked on a journey of Green Transformation, with a focus on 
solar power generation and has committed to enable at least 100 GW of solar energy by 2030.

Reliance New Energy, is poised to become a leading provider of green energy solutions through its 
comprehensive ecosystem for new energy and materials. Our unwavering commitment to manufacturing 
top-quality products, including advanced solar panels, reliable battery ecosystems, and cutting-edge IOT 
solutions, sets us apart in the industry. We specialize in the development of innovative green solutions, 
seamless installation, and maintenance services delivered through our extensive network of partners.

To make our vision a reality, we have invested over USD 10 billion (Rs 75,000 crore) in building a 
sustainable future. We are constructing the Dhirubhai Ambani Green Energy Giga Complex, which will 
be one of the largest integrated renewable energy manufacturing facilities globally. Our investment of Rs 
60,000 crores in manufacturing and integrating critical components of the New Energy ecosystem is a 
testament to our commitment to delivering high-quality and sustainable energy solutions.

In line with our commitment to providing the most innovative and sustainable energy solutions, Reliance 
has recently acquired several cleantech companies, including Faradion Ltd, Lithium Werks, REC-Group, 
SenseHawk, and SkyTran Inc., each a renowned industry leader in their respective fields. Furthermore, 
Reliance has established strong global partnerships with esteemed organizations, including Sterling 
& Wilson-Solar, Ambri Inc., NexWafe, and Caelux Corporation. These acquisitions and partnerships 
have allowed us to develop state-of-the-art solar panels, reliable battery ecosystems, precise tracking 
infrastructure, and specialized installation and maintenance capabilities.

Equipped with the latest technology and innovative approach, we are primed to deliver the highest 
quality solar projects for businesses and help them achieve net zero. Our commitment to excellence, 
attention to detail, and focus on sustainable practices ensure that every project we undertake is a shining 
example of efficiency and reliability.
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Saint-Gobain Then 

“The Customer is King”. Nowhere else has this statement been truer than in the case of Saint-Gobain. Started in 1665, 
Saint-Gobain’s first customer was Louis XIV, the King of France. And his order? To make glass for the Hall of Mirrors 
in the Palace at Versailles. Over the next three centuries, through constant innovation in manufacturing technology 
and introduction of new products, Saint-Gobain has made glass a household item; a building material of choice that, 
besides satisfying the functional needs, brings immense aesthetic pleasure both to the King and the common man. 
Since 1665, Saint-Gobain has been synonymous with the future of glass. 

Saint-Gobain Global 

Saint-Gobain designs, manufactures and distributes materials and solutions for the construction, mobility, healthcare 
and other industrial application markets. Developed through a continuous innovation process, these can be found 
everywhere in our living places and daily life, providing wellbeing, performance and safety, while addressing the 
challenges of sustainable construction, resource efficiency and the fight against climate change. This strategy of 
responsible growth is guided by the Saint-Gobain purpose, “MAKING THE WORLD A BETTER HOME”, which responds 
to the shared ambition of all the women and men in the Group to act every day to make the world a more beautiful 
and sustainable place to live in. 

Saint-Gobain: €44.18 Billion in sales in 2021 I More than 167,000 employees, located in 75 countries I Committed to 
achieving Carbon Neutrality by 2050. 

Saint-Gobain Group in India 

Saint-Gobain has made significant investments in India, in excess of `7500Crs over the years, achieved strong and 
profitable growth and built reputation as a strong brand. Today, it is a leader in all its major businesses with annualized 
sales of over `8000Crs. 

In India, Saint-Gobain is a brand that is respected and widely recognized. Saint-Gobain is present in Glass and Glass 
Solutions for architectural, automotive, solar and homes; Plasterboard and Plasters; Industrial mortars; Construction 
Chemicals; Abrasives; Ceramics; Performance Plastics and Life Sciences. 

Saint-Gobain has committed to not only manufacturing in India but also investing in significant R&D - in and for India. 
Towards this, Saint-Gobain Research India (SGRI) located at the IIT-M Research Park in Chennai, is the group’s 7th 
Transversal Global Research & Development Centre. SGRI is working towards creating products and developing frugal 
customized solutions for hot and humid climates. In a very short span of time, SGRI has generated over 105 patents 
and 59 design registrations. 

Saint-Gobain Glass in India 

Saint-Gobain’s Glass business in India manufactures a wide variety of flat glass products and solutions – from Clear to 
High-Performance, from Lacquered to Fire-Rated glass among others for architectural and automotive requirements, 
not just for India but also for the world. It started operations in the year 2000 with the commissioning of its first float 
glass plant in Sriperumbudur, Tamil Nadu. Since then it has rapidly expanded, invested in excess of ₹5200Crs and 
deepened its presence in the Indian flat glass market. Today, Saint-Gobain is considered a strong Technology and 
Market Leader shaping the industry with wide range of advanced products and solutions with a unique Pan-India 
manufacturing footprint with plants in Sriperumbudur, Tamil Nadu (since May 2000), Jhagadia, Gujarat (since May 
2011) & Bhiwadi, Rajasthan (since March 2014). Recognizing the need to make India self-reliant in glass production, 
Saint-Gobain continues to be invested in India's potential as a glass manufacturing hub.
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END-TO-END CAPABILITIES

We partner with you across 
your facility’s lifecycle - design, 
finance, build, maintain, 
manage, retrofit and replace.

DEPTH OF EXPERIENCE

We are world leaders in building 
technology & solutions, bringing 
to every project, big & small, proven 
expertise earned over more than 
130 years.

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION

We push digital technology forward 
every day, delivering innovations that 
provide optimal building performance.

GLOBAL FOOTPRINT

We deliver local service & 
solutions to meet your goals 
in over 150 countries around 
the world.

PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS

We amplify our own capabilities by 
partnering with other technology 
leaders to seamlessly deliver
world-class solutions for your 
business & industry.

IMPACTFUL SUSTAINABILITY

We take sustainability seriously. 
We run our own operations 
sustainably & we make sure 
you have the products & services 
that ensure you can too.
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About Johnson Controls: 

At Johnson Controls (NYSE:JCI), we transform the environments where people live, work, learn and 
play. As the global leader in smart, healthy and sustainable buildings, our mission is to reimagine the 
performance of buildings to serve people, places and the planet. 

Building on a proud history of nearly 140 years of innovation, we deliver the blueprint of the future for 
industries such as healthcare, schools, data centers, airports, stadiums, manufacturing and beyond 
through OpenBlue, our comprehensive digital offering. 

Today, with a global team of 100,000 experts in more than 150 countries, Johnson Controls offers the 
world`s largest portfolio of building technology and software as well as service solutions from some of 
the most trusted names in the industry. 

Visit www.johnsoncontrols.com for more information and follow @JohnsonControls on social platforms.



Supporter -  
IGBC Green Design Competition 2023
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About Daikin Airconditioning India Pvt. Ltd. (DAIPL)

Daikin Airconditioning India Pvt. Ltd.( DAIPL) is a 100% subsidiary of Daikin Industries Ltd., Japan, a global leader in 
the manufacturing of commercial-use and residential air conditioning systems. Backed by the superior technology, 
the organization offers a wide range of energy efficient air conditioning solutions to the Indian customers. It has been 
successfully offering premium air conditioning solutions in the Indian market for large-scale projects. Robust growth 
is forecasted in India’s air-conditioning market in the future and Daikin intends to further increase its market share of 
residential and large-scale projects.

Daikin India Network

	 11 branch offices (sales & service)
	 15 resident offices
	 5 mother warehouses
	 22 supporting warehouses
	 Daikin Solution Plaza (DSP) – 600+ 
	 Channel Partners – 8500 Plus
	 Authorized Service Providers (ASP) – 600+ Plus

Daikin Neemrana Manufacturing Facility

Daikin's manufacturing plant at Neemrana, Rajasthan aims at creating products that will make people's lives more 
comfortable. It is supported by a network of production bases throughout the world and showcases the application 
of advance technology and equipment. Our comprehensive quality control system features centrally computerized 
management of quality and production data to facilitate timely production that bears the stamp of excellent quality. 
Moreover, due care is taken to create a pleasant working environment for the employees, as we are of the firm belief 
that a superior working environment is essential to produce superior products. Through our quality control system 
and corporate activities, we ensure compliance with international quality checks and environmental management 
standards. We aim to serve the Indian market with locally manufactured products as much as possible. By reducing 
the supply lead-time and meeting market needs in terms of product specifications, Daikin India plans to strengthen is 
leadership on the Indian terrain. 

	 Total investment of about Rs. 2000 Crores on trading & manufacturing
	 Spread across a sprawling area of 160,000 sq. mtrs.
	 Projected annual production capacity:

o 15 lakh Room Acs
o 50,000 VRV (Variable Refrigerant Volume) units
o 1,250 Chiller units
o 1,00,000 Cassettes
o 20,000 Ductable Units

The manufacturing facility follows Daikin's Global Philosophy of being an organization committed to the environment 
and is designed to fully recycle water for its operations. More than 50 percent of the open area is left as green area & 
34 percent area is treated as green area with trees & plantations. Daikin Neemrana facility incorporates Daikin's global 
Environmental Management System (EMS) that has been implemented in the factory promotes adapting procedures 
for refrigerant handling, resource conservation & waste management.
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Brookfield Properties is a leading global developer and operator of high-quality real estate assets. We 
are active in nearly all real estate sectors, including office, retail, multifamily, hospitality, and logistics, 
operating more than 800 properties and over 330 million square feet of real estate in gateway markets 
on behalf of Brookfield Asset Management, one of the largest asset managers in the world. With a focus 
on sustainability, a commitment to excellence, and the drive for relentless innovation in the planning, 
development, and management of buildings and their surroundings, Brookfield Properties is reimagining 
real estate from the ground up.

In India, Brookfield Properties manages over 50 million square feet of high-quality assets across 9 key 
gateway cities of which 38.3 million square feet are already operational. Some of the marquee assets in its 
portfolio include Candor TechSpace in Gurugram, Noida and Kolkata; Worldmark in Delhi and Gurugram; 
Downtown Powai and Equinox in Mumbai; Ecoworld and Ecospace in Bengaluru; and CoWrks, a leading 
co-working and flexi office business across India.

With a focus on sustainability and the relentless innovation in the planning, development and management 
of buildings and their surroundings, Brookfield Properties is reimagining real estate from the ground up. 
We are committed to developing and operating real estate assets that continually raise the industry 
standard for quality and sustainability. Our business practices create positive social impact and have an 
institutional governance mechanism. Our campuses hold the prestigious IGBC Platinum and Gold ratings 
in core and shell, existing buildings and Net-zero waste. Additionally, we are also ISO 9001 & 14001, ISO 
45001, ISO 50001 and BEE 5-star certified. Our tenants are housed in buildings that offer environment-
friendly designs, green mobility solutions and cutting-edge technology ensuring a minimum ecological 
footprint by reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Because when it comes to sustainability, we’re all in.

As a founding member of CII-IBDN and a signatory to valuable 500, a global initiative to drive disability 
inclusion as a boardroom agenda, we have pledged to ensure inclusivity. We have upgraded all our 
campuses and made them universally accessible with infrastructure such as ramps, tactile flooring and 
staircases. With our unrivaled reach, we integrate commercial real estate with robust infrastructure, open 
spaces and world class amenities creating work destinations where work and play don’t just coexist but 
thrive. Our campuses have been a focal point for digital integration, ensuring business continuity for our 
occupiers with elevated health and safety standards. 

Our campuses speak the universal language of balance, productivity, sustainability and lively community 
interactions while creating spaces that foster a sense of belonging and creates a better world for 
tomorrow.

For more information about our approach to operating and developing best-in-class real estate, please 
visit www.brookfieldproperties.com



Crafting spaces for a  better  tom
orrow
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Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd. (G&B), the flagship Company of the Godrej Group, has played a key role in 
India's economic history by driving excellence in design and manufacturing, and delivering sustainable 
value for its stakeholders and communities. 

With revenues of over INR 14,796 crore (FY-2023) and over 14,000 committed employees, G&B's diverse 
presence across 10 industries — from complex engineering solutions to consumer goods like appliances, 
furniture and security solutions - positively impacts the lives of one-third of  India's population every 
day.  From healthcare to infrastructure, G&B has been committed to nation building from its very 
inception, back in 1897. Through international subsidiaries and joint ventures, the Company's products 
have also established a strong global footprint across 5 continents. 

As a values-driven company known for its integrity and a strong social conscience, it has built a compassionate 
corporate culture designed to empower individuals, teams and communities G&B  operates in. For 
this, G&B has been consistently recognized as one of India's most respected  companies. Our focus 
on customers for over a century has helped us constantly innovate; design  products and solutions 
with clarity of purpose that are manufactured in a quality-driven and technology-led environment and 
distributed through a national and international network of partners.  

Strong sustainable practices that help protect the environment are also enshrined in our Good & Green 
policy that remains at the core of G&B's business operations. As a part of the EP100 global business 
revolution, Godrej & Boyce has committed to double its energy productivity and reduce 60% of the 
carbon intensity by 2030. 
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About IndoSpace 

IndoSpace (www.indospace.in) is the largest investor, developer, and operator of grade A industrial and 
logistics real estate in India. IndoSpace has the largest national network of 51 logistics parks with 58 million 
square feet delivered/under development across 11 cities. With India’s largest and most experienced 
industrial real estate team, IndoSpace continues to lead the development of key logistics infrastructure 
for India’s economic growth. 

Founded in 2007, IndoSpace combines decades of global real estate investment experience with the 
prowess of a seasoned local team. Through strategic partnerships with esteemed global investors, 
IndoSpace set out on a remarkable journey that transcends conventional boundaries to craft solutions 
that empower clients for the future. 

Today, IndoSpace stands as the partner-of-choice for over 100+ multinational corporations and industry 
leaders. We have carved a niche as the guiding force behind businesses seeking to establish their 
footprint in India's dynamic economic landscape. From cutting-edge innovation to unparalleled service, 
we redefine the very essence of industrial real estate development, leaving an indelible mark on India's 
growth trajectory. 

With the largest national network of industrial real estate, IndoSpace has taken a total commitment of 
above USD 3 billion. IndoSpace commands India’s largest and most experienced industrial real estate 
team of over 230+ professionals working across multiple offices and industrial parks, delivered/under 
development with a marquee tenant profile consisting of blue-chip, multinational conglomerates such 
as IKEA, Amazon, Nissan, DHL, DB Schenker, Delhivery, Steelcase, Ericsson, Bosch, Aptiv.La, and Lind 
Jensen Machinery. 

For more information, visit www.indospace.in and follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook
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About KONE

At KONE, our mission is to improve the flow of urban life. As a global leader in the elevator and escalator 
industry, KONE provides elevators, escalators and automatic building doors, as well as solutions for 
maintenance and modernization to add value to buildings throughout their life cycle. Through more 
effective People Flow®, we make people's journeys safe, convenient and reliable, in taller, smarter 
buildings. In 2022, KONE had annual sales of EUR 10.9 billion, and at the end of the year over 60,000 
employees. KONE class B shares are listed on the Nasdaq Helsinki Ltd. in Finland. For more information, 
please visit www.kone.com

About KONE India

KONE’s presence in India dates back to 1984 and today it is the leading elevator company in India. Based 
in Chennai, KONE India serves customers all over the country through its 50+ branches and provides 
sustainable People Flow™ solutions for India’s rapidly growing cities. It employs 5000+ people in the 
country. KONE’s production unit in Chennai produces elevators for the Indian market as well as for 
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal and Sri Lanka. KONE India also has three training centers where KONE’s 
installation engineers and field mechanics are trained to meet KONE India’s strong reputation for high 
quality and uncompromised safety, as well as the expectations of Indian customers when installing and 
maintaining elevators and escalators. KONE’s global technology and engineering center in Chennai, 
which is one of the eight global R&D centers, is a testing and research hub, which supports the latest 
technology and development of future KONE solutions. For more information, please visit www.kone.in

https://www.kone.com/en/
https://www.kone.in/


 
 

www.Lntecc.com

Regd. Office: 
Larsen & Toubro Limited, L&T House,
N.M.Marg, Ballard Estate,
Mumbai - 400 001, INDIA.
CIN: L99999MH1946PLCOO4768

The ‘Green’ challenge,
is unending opportunity

The ecology and the economy. For us, at L&T, they 

go hand in hand. We engineer sustainability in 

every aspect of our operations and identify 

business opportunities in the challenges posed by 

climate change, environmental conservation and a 

host of other issues. 

By constructing eco-friendly buildings (many of them 

rated Platinum and Gold by LEED) for our clients and 

‘green’ campuses for us to work in, we are going 

green and helping our partners go green too. And, 

we are committed to become Carbon Neutral by 
2040 and Water Neutral by 2035. 

We are addressing the dilemma of finite resources 
and infinite needs like water. We are helping to find 
and implement ways of tapping the energy of the 
Sun to light up tomorrow’s world. 

Through the combined expertise of different 
engineering disciplines, by using the right mix of 
cutting edge technology and innovative construction 
techniques, we are engineering a sustainable future. 

It’s all about Imagineering

Floating Solar Project, TirupatiNarendra Modi Stadium, Gujarat Ford Global Technology &
Business Centre, Chennai
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Larsen & Toubro 

Larsen & Toubro is an Indian multinational engaged in EPC Projects, Hi-Tech Manufacturing and Services. 
It operates in over 50 countries worldwide. The Company’s manufacturing footprint extends across 
eight countries in addition to India. L&T has several international offices and a supply chain that extends 
around the globe.

A strong, customer-focused approach and the constant quest for top-class quality have enabled us to 
attain and sustain leadership in our major lines of business for over eight decades. L&T is engaged in 
core, high impact sectors of the economy and our integrated capabilities span the entire spectrum of 
‘design to delivery’. Every aspect of our varied businesses is characterised by professionalism and high 
standards of corporate governance. 

Our green mission 

At L&T, Sustainability is embedded in the vision, culture, long-term strategy for growth and business 
processes.  Our vision is to  pursue eco-friendly growth, promoting a culture of sustainability and 
innovation, and thereby contributing to a better world.  We are committed to seeking sustainable 
growth by integrating Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) principles with our businesses while 
conducting our business. We strive to conserve natural resources, enhance social equity for sustainable 
growth, and foster a culture of trust, caring and continuous learning while meeting the expectations of 
all our stakeholders. We believe in inclusive growth by protecting our environment, empowering our 
communities and accelerating development.

Over the years L&T has been focusing on ESG parameters such as climate stewardship, circular economy, 
green portfolio, green supply chain, employee and social welfare, workforce health & safety. In addition, 
L&T leverages its inherent strength and capabilities to implement sustainable CSR programmes towards 
‘Building India’s Social Infrastructure’.

We are committed to water and carbon neutrality and aim to achieve Carbon Neutrality by 2040, ahead 
of the Paris Agreement deadline of 2050, and Water Neutrality by 2035. 

Our bouquet of sustainable solutions under our Green Business, are enabled through advanced 
technology, and centred around clean energy, clean mobility, water and sanitation, green infra and other 
areas linked to a green future. As part of our Lakshya-26 Strategy plan, we intend to increase our share 
of Green Businesses to 40% of revenue. With our Green businesses, we help our customers to lower 
carbon emissions, improve water use and recycling, enhance energy efficiency, reduce air pollution, and 
promote resource conservation. Overall, we help preserve the environment as well as improve public 
well-being.



Supporter - IGBC Green Your School  
Programme 2023
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Carrier: A global leader in intelligent climate and energy solutions.

Carrier is a global leader in intelligent climate and energy solutions, with a diverse and world-class workforce. With more than a century 
of expertise, we drive innovation while putting our customers first, helping protect our planet, and inspiring and empowering all our 
people. Through Carrier's performance-driven culture, we are driving long-term shareowner value by growing earnings and investing 
strategically to strengthen our position in the markets we serve.

OUR HISTORIC JOURNEY IN INDIA

Our journey in India began in 1936 with a momentous milestone - the installation of the country's first-ever air-conditioning system 
at Rambagh Palace in Jaipur. This groundbreaking achievement marked the beginning of a legacy that would continue to impact the 
lives of millions across the nation.

In 1986, we officially established our presence in India, solidifying our commitment to contribute to India's growth and prosperity. In 
1988, we commissioned our first manufacturing facility in Gurgaon, Haryana. Spanning across 19 acres, this is now a state-of-the-art 
facility that houses a highly automated manufacturing unit, an advanced R&D Center and an advanced quality clinic. We have been 
serving customers across business verticals like Healthcare, Hospitality, Commercial Buildings, Education, and many more.

CARRIER INDIA’S MANUFACTURING FACILITY

Our manufacturing facility stands as a testament to our unwavering commitment to providing world-class products while preserving 
the environment. The 33 years old manufacturing facility proudly holds the prestigious IGBC Platinum rating, a true testament to our 
commitment to sustainability and responsible manufacturing practices. Today, we manufacture the entire range of commercial HVAC 
solutions starting from light commercial units to chillers. We are expanding the manufacturing capabilities across all the product 
segments. With a current production capacity of 850 chillers, 13,000 VRF CDUs, 93,000 light commercial units annually, we confidently 
meet the demands of our customers while ensuring the highest standards of quality and reliability.

Eco energy insights

EcoEnergy Insights is a leading provider of Al and loT-enabled solutions and services that focuses on energy efficiency, maintenance, 
comfort and safety.

Our solutions and services enable enterprises, equipment manufacturers and service providers, to resolve issues before they occur.

With these solutions, we have been able to save 5 billion+ kwh energy for our customers in India.

INDIAN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER (IRDC)

The heart of our operations lies in our advanced R&D Center based in Gurgaon, where a brilliant team of 70+ researchers and engineers 
tirelessly work to shape the future of HVAC solutions for customers across the globe.

Within our facility we house NABL-certified laboratories, equipped with cutting-edge technology, and staffed by skilled technicians. 
The center has 6 labs including the recently inaugurated state-of-the-art Sound & Vibration, Test Chamber.

HYDERABAD RESEARCH AND DESIGN CENTER (HRDC)

Hyderabad Research and Design Center (HRDC) was established in 2002 as a global Research and Development (R&D) center that 
became a part of Carrier Corp., w.e.f.April 2020.

HRDC is one of the largest engineering centers for Carrier with 700+ researchers and engineers involved in the design and development 
of 70+ products that are launched every year by Carrier.

The center partners with other Carrier engineering sites across the globe to develop products closer to those markets.

DIGITAL HUB INDIA (DHI)

Hyderabad is home to Carrier's largest digital capability center - Digital Hub India (DHI). DHI is a specialized team that aims to drive 
simplification, across the organization by driving digital Corp transformation across the organization. DHI is a unique capability center 
that acts as an extension of the Digital Headquarter and works on critical areas like Enterprise Cybersecurity, Analytics and Automation, 
Customer Experience, Shared Services, and Corporate Applications as well as supports the digital transformation of our businesses.

CARRIER BUSINESS SERVICES (CBS)

Carrier Business Services (CBS), Hyderabad, is one of the largest business services centers of Carrier. CBS, Hyderabad, in partnership 
with the business, leads transformative efforts to optimize finance and human resource processes & strives to sustainably improve 
productivity, quality, and efficiency and create a seamless user experience.



Lanyard Supporter
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About CapitaLand Investment Limited (www.capitalandinvest.com)

Headquartered and listed in Singapore, CapitaLand Investment Limited (CLI) is a leading global real 
estate investment manager (REIM) with a strong Asia foothold.  As at 30 September 2023, CLI had S$133 
billion of real estate assets under management, and S$90 billion of real estate funds under management 
(FUM) held via six listed real estate investment trusts and business trusts, and more than 30 private 
vehicles across Asia Pacific, Europe and USA.  Its diversified real estate asset classes cover retail, office, 
lodging, business parks, industrial, logistics and data centres.

 CLI aims to scale its FUM and fee-related earnings through fund management, lodging management 
and its full stack of operating capabilities, and maintain effective capital management.  As the investment 
management arm of CapitaLand Group, CLI has access to the development capabilities of and pipeline 
investment opportunities from CapitaLand’s development arm. 

 As a responsible company, CLI places sustainability at the core of what it does and has committed to 
achieve Net Zero carbon emissions for scope 1 and 2 by 2050.  CLI contributes to the environmental and 
social well-being of the communities where it operates, as it delivers long-term economic value to its 
stakeholders.

http://www.capitalandinvest.com


Co-Principal Supporters
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AIS – Enabling a future to See More.

Asahi India Glass Ltd. (AIS) is India's leading integrated glass and window Solutions Company and a 
dominant player both in the automotive and architectural glass segments. It commands over 70% share 
in the Indian passenger car glass segment. Established in 1984, AIS' footprint today spans the entire 
spectrum of the automotive and architectural glass value chains. 

AIS has 3 Strategic Business Units (SBUs) - Automotive, Architectural and Consumer. 

AIS Automotive Glass SBU: As a market leader, AIS holds a dominant position in the Indian Automobile 
Industry, which it has serviced for over three decades with its robust in-house development capabilities 
and innovation expertise. The preferred partner for both global and domestic OEMs, AIS Auto holds over 
70% in the passenger car glass market. Now AIS’s products for commercial vehicles (trucks and buses), 
Railways, city metro, tractors, and off-highways are also finding increasing traction. 

AIS Architectural Glass SBU: AIS’s innovative product and service portfolio in architectural glass spans 
complete glass solutions for exterior and interior architecture. AIS has the knowledge, expertise and 
unmatched array of product to bring an artistic idea from a vision to masterpiece. Designed to provide 
its customers with an optimal balance between daylight and energy saving, combined with visual and 
thermal comfort, the architectural glass solutions of AIS are carved in the evolving industry trend, which 
is increasingly shifting towards green buildings and sustainability.

AIS Consumer Glass SBU: AIS has moved beyond manufacturing and supply of glass to providing 
consultation-led customized solutions to the end customer. The AIS CG SBU caters to consumers’ needs 
across its Automotive and Architectural businesses through:

•	 AIS Distribution Services Ltd: AIS has developed an after-market distribution model for hundreds 
of dealers and retailers across India, supplying to them automotive safety glass and sealants, 
through its associates, AIS distribution Services limited (ADSL) and AIS Adhesives limited (AIA) 
respectively.

•	 AIS Windshield Experts: India’s #1 automotive glass repair & replacement service, AIS Windshield 
Experts is focused on delivering timely and prompt service to customers. 

•	 AIS Glasxperts: India’s first organized glass design and installation service for ultra HNI and HNI 
segment, AIS GlasXperts is a one-stop 360-degree solutions provider for the new-age consumer 
seeking modern, eco-sensitive aesthetics

•	 AIS Windows: AIS Windows offers end-to-end solutions from glass and frame selection all the way 
to efficient installation on site. AIS Windows products enrich living spaces with smart aesthetics and 
provide multiple solutions in energy efficiency, acoustic comfort, privacy and security.
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Crafting excellence with a proudly Indian touch -

Our Glass, Your Vision

OptiMystic Reflecta SeriesOptiMystic Tinted SeriesSilvoxy Mirror Series

Clear, Frosted & Mozaic Series

WWW.GOLDPLUSGROUP.COM

4th Floor, Kings Mall, Rohini Sec 10, New Delhi 110085

info@goldplusgroup.com

+91 11 66376000

@goldplusglass
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Crafting excellence with a proudly Indian touch -

Our Glass, Your Vision

OptiMystic Reflecta SeriesOptiMystic Tinted SeriesSilvoxy Mirror Series

Clear, Frosted & Mozaic Series

WWW.GOLDPLUSGROUP.COM

4th Floor, Kings Mall, Rohini Sec 10, New Delhi 110085

info@goldplusgroup.com

+91 11 66376000

@goldplusglass

Gold Plus is The Fastest Growing and Second Largest float glass manufacturing company in India. Gold 
Plus is also The Only Fully Indian Company in the whole world producing float glass. Gold Plus also holds 
the distinction of getting the First BIS certification for its clear float glass. 

Gold Plus has PAN India presence with a strong 1000+ Business Associates network and more than 3000 
dedicated human resource working directly with the company. Other than India, Gold Plus also exports 
to 10 other countries.

Gold Plus’ massive state of the art manufacturing facilities are strategically located in Roorkee, 
Uttarakhand and Belgaum, Karnataka in a combined area of approx. 300 acres. Three float lines running 
nonstop have combined production capacity of 7,48,250 tonnes per annum of float glass. A massive 
capacity of another 4,01,500 tonnes per annum will be added before March 2024 out of which 2,92,000 
tonnes per annum will be for float glass and 1,09,500 tonnes per annum will be for extra clear solar glass. 

Taking advantage of their first hand experience of being dealer and processor themselves in the past, 
Gold Plus produces a complete range of float glass including clear, tinted, reflective, mirror and frosted, 
being produced keeping Indian climatic conditions and Indian customers in mind. 

In line with their slogan “Indian Values. Global Standards.” Gold Plus is committed not only to provide best 
quality  flat glass products but also the best services to their customers.
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Nippon Paint is based in Japan and has over 140+ years of experience in the paint industry. The number 
one paint manufacturer in Asia, and among the leading paint manufacturers of the world.

Nippon Paint produces hi-quality paints and coats for automotive, industrial and decorative sectors. Over 
the years, Nippon Paint has perfected its products by means of breakthrough paint technology, with an 
emphasis on innovation and eco-friendliness. We are driven by the philosophy of enhancing life through 
innovations – to consistently deliver paint solutions that not only serve your needs, but also protect the 
world we live in. After over ten years in the Indian market, Nippon Paint is steadily becoming a household 
name. Apart from a range of interior, exterior and enamel finishes, we have many specialty products that 
showcase its technological prowess.

Nippon Paint is a founding member of the Indian Green Building Council. Green Building as defined in 
December 2009, at Chennai, is a building which uses less water, optimists energy efficiency, conserves 
natural resources, generates less waste and provides healthier spaces for occupants, as compared to 
a conventional building. Nippon Paint is also the recipient of The EMC TÜV SÜD Mark. “TÜV SÜD offers 
manufacturers the opportunity to demonstrate compliance with EMC requirements with the EMC TÜV 
SÜD Mark. The EMC TÜV SÜD Mark is a modular certification mark that allows manufacturers to proudly 
display their certification achievements on one certification mark.”
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About State Bank of India: 

State Bank of India is the largest commercial bank in terms of assets, deposits, branches, customers, 
and employees. It is also the largest mortgage lender in the country which has so far fulfilled the home 
buying dreams of over 30 lakh Indian families. The home loan portfolio of the bank has crossed Rs. 6.72 
lakh crore. As of September 2023, the bank has a deposit base of over Rs. 46.89 lakh crore with CASA 
ratio of 41.88% and advances of more than Rs. 34.11 lakh crore. SBI commands a market share of 27.4% 
and 19.3% in home loans and auto loans respectively. SBI has the largest network of 22,400+ branches 
and 65,600+ ATMs / ADWMs in India with 79,647 BC outlets. The number of customers using internet 
banking and mobile banking stand at 122 million and 107 million respectively. With SBI’s digital strategy 
right on track – the bank witnessed 61% of new savings accounts being opened through the integrated 
digital and lifestyle platform YONO in Q2FY24. YONO, which has more than 6.72 crore registered users, 
witnessed 36 lakh new YONO registrations in Q2 FY24. In terms of digital lending, the bank disbursed 
pre-approved personal loans worth Rs. 7,489 crores through YONO in the same period. SBI also has the 
highest number of followers on Facebook and Twitter amongst all banks worldwide.

�������������������
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UltraTech Cement Limited is the cement flagship company of the Aditya Birla Group. A USD 7.1 billion 
building solutions powerhouse, UltraTech is the largest manufacturer of grey cement and ready mix 
concrete (RMC) and one of the largest manufacturers of white cement in India. It is the third largest 
cement producer in the world, excluding China. UltraTech is the only cement company globally (outside 
of China) to have 100+ MTPA of cement manufacturing capacity in a single country. The Company’s 
business operations span UAE, Bahrain, Sri Lanka and India.

UltraTech has a consolidated capacity of 119.95 Million Tonnes Per Annum (MTPA) of grey cement. 
UltraTech has a market reach of more than 80% across India. In the white cement segment, UltraTech 
goes to market under the brand name of Birla White. It has one White Cement unit and two Wall Care 
putty unit, with a current capacity of 1.5 MTPA. With 170+ Ready Mix Concrete (RMC) plants in 70+ cities, 
UltraTech is the largest manufacturer of concrete in India. It also has a slew of speciality concretes that 
meet specific needs of discerning customers. Our Building Products business is an innovation hub that 
offers an array of scientifically engineered products to cater to new-age constructions.

UltraTech pioneered the UltraTech Building Solutions (UBS) concept to provide individual home builders 
with a one-stop-shop solution for building their homes. This is the first pan-India multi-category retail 
chain catering to the needs of individual home builders (IHBs). The purpose of this initiative is to engage 
with home builders at all stages of the construction cycle, empower them with quality construction 
products and services, and assist in the completion of their dream homes. Today, UBS is the largest 
single brand retail chain with over 3000+ stores across India.

UltraTech is a founding member of Global Cement and Concrete Association (GCCA). It is a signatory to 
the GCCA Climate Ambition 2050 and has committed to the Net Zero Concrete Roadmap announced 
by GCCA. UltraTech is focused on accelerating the decarbonisation of its operations. It has adopted 
new age tools like the Science Based Targets Initiative (SBTi) and Internal Carbon Price as well as set 
ambitious environmental targets through both EP100 and RE100. UltraTech is the first company in India 
and the second company in Asia to issue dollar-based sustainability linked bonds. UltraTech works to 
actively contribute to the social and economic development of the communities in which it operates 
in. The Company’s social initiatives focus on education, healthcare, sustainable livelihoods, community 
infrastructure and social causes. UltraTech reaches out to more than 1.6 million beneficiaries in over 500 
villages in 16 states across India.

https://www.ultratechcement.com/products/rmc
https://www.ultratechcement.com/products/ultratech-building-solutions
https://www.ultratechcement.com/solutions/home-builder
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Vertiv Company Profile 

Vertiv designs, builds and services critical infrastructure that enables vital applications for data centers, 
communication networks and commercial and industrial facilities. Vertiv support today’s growing 
mobile and cloud computing markets with a portfolio of power, thermal and infrastructure management 
solutions including Alber™, Avocent®, Cybex™, Energy Labs, E+I Engineering Group, Geist™, Liebert®, and 
NetSure™ brands.

Being world’s Leading Critical Digital Infrastructure Provider, Vertiv is supporting IT Infrastructure Since 
1965. We Keep 750,000+ Customer Sites Connected being Trusted Service Provider for +70% of Fortune 
500 Companies.

As industry experts, we collaborate with our customers to envision and build future-ready infrastructures. 
We leverage our portfolio of hardware, software, analytics, and services, to enable our customers’ vital 
applications to run continuously, perform optimally, and scale with business needs. 

 Data Centers: Hyperscale/Cloud, Colocation, Enterprise and Edge

 Communication Networks: Macro Site, Central Office, Small Cell and Data Center

 Commercial and Industrial: Healthcare, Manufacturing, Rail/Mass Transit, Power Generation and Oil 
and Gas

https://www.vertiv.com/en-in/products/brands/alber/
https://www.vertiv.com/en-in/products/brands/avocent-and-cybex/
https://www.vertiv.com/en-in/products/brands/avocent-and-cybex/
https://www.vertiv.com/en-in/products/brands/geist/
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Everest Industries is one of India’s fastest growing building solutions company with over 8 decades of 
experience. Everest has a rich history in manufacturing roofing, fiber cement-based building materials 
and pre-engineered steel buildings. With the brand promise of delivering Strength, Speed and Safety to 
construction, the company’s products and solutions are available in more than 1,00,000 rural and 600 
urban cities in India and many MEA and European countries. 

Boards and Panels

Everest offers a range of new age boards, which enable strong, light, and rapid construction of residential, 
commercial, and industrial infrastructure. Made using environmentally friendly materials, these products 
are used in a wide range of applications such as claddings, ceilings, walls, facades, wall partitions, interior 
& exterior wall lining, prefab structures, drywalls and mezzanine floors.  

Green Material & Sustainable Solutions

At Everest, we cater to the changing needs of modern-day architecture, through our dynamic product 
line. Everest Fibre Cement Board, is regarded as the best substitute to natural wood and stone products. 
Made from 40% recycled content, Everest Fibre Cement Board serves as a clean, green material.
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A.T.E. ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
(Business Unit: HMX)

T: 1800-123-2830

E: ambiator@hmx.co.in

W: www.ategroup.com/hmx
CIN: U51503MH2001PTC132921 V
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Market Segments

Trusted by 

500+ 
customers 

across 

the globe

A proven method for enhancing 

people comfort and process efciency 

while saving on energy bills!

Sustainable Cooling Solutions 
Optimised for Commercial and 

Industrial Buildings 

§ Healthcare & Hospitality

§ Indoor Sports Arenas

§ Religious Establishments

§ Commercial Kitchens

§ Offices

§ Banquet Halls & Auditoriums

§ Educational Institutes

§ Malls & Marts

§ Food & Beverages

§ Pharmaceuticals

§ FMCG Industries

§ Print & Packaging Industries

§ Textile Industries

§ Tyre Manufacturers

§ Engineering & Capital Goods

§ Automobile & Auto-Ancillary
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HMX – a part of the A.T.E. Group – designs and manufactures energy efficient, environment-friendly cooling solutions 
for commercial and industrial applications. The low carbon technologies are suitable for several applications and for 
most geographical locations across the globe. 
These solutions based on HMX’s proprietary Indirect Evaporative Cooling technology. These solutions now cool more 
than 18 million square feet of space in more than 10 countries. At the heart of HMX’s cooling solutions is DAMA ™- a 
modular and scalable sensible heat exchanger which can be used in systems ranging from 500 CFM to 2,00,000 CFM.
DAMA™ is a patented heat exchanger that works on the principle of Indirect Evaporative Cooling where water is used 
as the refrigerant. DAMA™ is fouling resistant, low weight and has a long life.
Cost-effective energy-efficient cooling solutions built with DAMA™:
1.	 HMX-TFA (Based on Indirect Evaporative Cooling)

•	 Pre-cooled make-up outdoor air to central air-conditioning units in commercial buildings, hospitality, 
healthcare.

•	 Reduces load of fresh air up to 29% on centralized air-conditioning systems.
•	 Maintains a good level of oxygen rich air inside the building.

2.	 HMX-Hybrid AHU (Based on Indirect Evaporative Cooling)
•	 Drop-in replacement for conventional AHU. 
•	 Supplies up to 35% fresh air in commercial buildings without increasing energy consumption.
•	 Provides year round comfort.
•	 Maintains a good level of oxygen rich air inside the building.

3.	 HMX-IDEC (Indirect Direct Evaporative Cooling)
•	 Stand-alone cooling solution based on 100% fresh air 
•	 Provides excellent thermal comfort to people in large buildings (commercial and industrial)
•	 Prevents ingress of dust from outside and drives out contaminated air from inside the building
•	 Consumes up to 70% less energy compared to air-conditioners

HMX has recently added two new products in its list of offerings:
1.	 HMX-Smart AHU – A modular Air Handling Unit engineered for reliable performance and long life. HMX's Smart 

AHU is a high quality, flexible air handling unit that provides excellent indoor air quality in any indoor space. 
HMX's Smart AHU is a solution for many requirements – ventilation, air filtration, air conditioning or renewing 
air quality. These air handling units are offered with several features to meet the operating efficiency, low sound 
level and easy installation requirements for today's demanding industrial and commercial markets.

2.	 HMX-Airwasher – A modular Airwasher unit designed to provide effective cooling to large industrial and 
commercial spaces. These units are offered with several features to meet the operating efficiency, low sound 
level and easy installation requirements for today's demanding industrial and commercial markets.

What makes HMX a trusted brand?
1.	 10+ countries with installations
2.	 550+ happy customers worldwide
3.	 18 million square feet area cooled
4.	 90+ million CFM installed across the globe
HMX’s technology has been recognized in multiple international contests:
Finalist, Global Cooling Prize https://globalcoolingprize.org/godrej-boyce-and-ate/ 
Selected, IFC TechEmerge https://www.techemerge.org/pilots/tecam-ate
Key references in India –  ABB, Apollo, BKT Tyres, Bosch, Balaji Wafers, Coca Cola, Caterpillar, Centre for Science and 
Environment, Dr. Reddy’s, Goldman Sachs, Google, Haldiram’s, Infosys, TATA Motors, Virtusa, Volkswagen and many 
more.

https://globalcoolingprize.org/godrej-boyce-and-ate/
https://www.techemerge.org/pilots/tecam-ate


EMPOWERING
TODAY,

ENVISIONING
TOMORROW.

One of the largest
EPC provider in Tamil Nadu.

+91 99400 28476  |  044 4359 0422 vijay@triosolar.in�.triosolar.in

3-B 3rd Floor, New no. 14, Old no. 20, Dr Nair Rd, T. Nagar, Chennai, Tamil Nadu - 600017
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Our journey is defined by a distinct mission – to illuminate the world through affordable solar 
solutions, unmatched service, and enduring value.

OUR MISSION

At Triosolar, we're more than just a solar company. We're a team of innovators and visionaries dedicated to 
illuminating the world with sustainable solar energy. Our mission is to make renewable energy accessible 
to all, reducing carbon footprints and fostering a greener future.

OUR SERVICES

CONSULTATION

Guiding international clients in power projects with local insights, regulatory clarity, and facilitating 
permissions.

EPC (Engineering Procurement Construction)

Your end-to-end EPC guide, from the initial design to the regular maintenance. Tailoring to your 
requirements, we handle every aspect of the process and guide you.

PPA (Power Purchase Agreement)

Guiding clients in power purchasing and project financing, bridging solar investors with banks.

O&M (Operations and Maintenance)

Triosolar's O&M services specialise in predictive maintenance, corrective actions, live monitoring, and 
reporting.

WHY CHOOSE US?

- End-to-end planning

- Expert technicians help with services and maintenance needs.

- 100+ years of cumulative experience, 14 senior engineers, 5 consultants, 25+ contractors, 50+ 
workers.
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Company Profile
Bearys Group is an award-winning Green Developer. “Delivering Excellence Consistently.” Sums up the group’s 
spirit and ‘Triple E’ i.e. ‘Entrepreneurship’, ‘Environment’ and ‘Education’ forms our foundation.
Entrepreneurship: Our enterprises span the entire gamut of the real estate sector, and we have 9 IGBC/LEED Platinum 
Certified Projects and are recipients of several prestigious awards in India and abroad. We are also a dealer-partner for 
world renowned Herman Miller Furniture.
Environment: From the inception, all our projects are green compliant. We ensure to churn out projects that respect 
nature, contribute to the environment and are synonymous with ‘Sustainable Development’. To our credit is India’s 
First IGBC/LEED Platinum Research Park, Bearys Global Research Triangle (BGRT) and the world’s first “ZERO Energy” 
Green Mosque among others.
Education: We have 22 Institutions from primary to collegiate levels in Karnataka, where we don’t demand charge 
donations and capitation fees, especially catering to poor and rural children.

Key Highlights:

•	 Established: 1981
•	 Number of Projects: 80+
•	 IGBC/LEED Platinum Certified: 9
•	 Awards: 40+ National & International Awards.
•	 Total Built-up area constructed: Over 19 million sq.ft., 
•	 7 Strategic Cities 
•	 Types of Projects: Data Centre, Commercial, R&D, IT Park, Lab Space, Campus Developments, Residential, Malls, 

Institutions and Mixed Use Developments.

Awards & Recognitions:
•	 J K Cement Architecture of the Year Award (2004)

•	 a+d Spectrum Habitat Award (2005)

•	 Hindware Architecture of the Year Award (2005)

•	 Indian Institute of Architecture Award (2005)

•	 Cityscape Award, UK (2005 & 2008)

•	 Outstanding Concrete Structure Award, ICI (2007 & 
2009)

•	 Best Architecture Award – Government of Karnataka 
(2009)

•	 CNBC Asia-Pacific wProperty Award, Singapore 
(2009)

•	 FIABCI Prix D’Excellence Award (2010)

•	 Best Green Development, CREDAI, Karnataka (2013 
and 2015)

•	 BGRT-LEED Platinum, IGBC (2014)

•	 Emerson Cup Excellence Award (2014)

•	 NDTV Property Award (2014)

•	 Design Award for Interiors, IDA, USA (2014)
•	 TOI and Honeywell Smartest Office Building in India 

(2015)
•	 Design Award for illumination, IES, USA (2015)
•	 Best CSR Award by CREDAI Karnataka (2015)
•	 All India Best CSR Award (Education), CREDAI 

National (2015)
•	 Best Green Building, Best Innovative Design and 

Best CSR Award CREDAI Karnataka (2015)
•	 Foreign Project Best Office Award, OFFICENEXT 

Moscow (2016)
•	 IGBC Platinum Certificate, Green Place of Worship 

(2016)
•	 Best Commercial Mall, CREDAI Karnataka Care 

Awards (2017)
•	 BGRT-National Excellent Energy Efficient, CII (2020, 

21 & 22)
•	 BGRT-National Energy Leader - 2022
•	 BGRT-IGBC Performance Challenge Award -2020, 

21, 22 & 23.
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Greenply Industries: Corporate Profile 

Greenply Industries Ltd, is among India’s largest interior eco-friendly infrastructure company with over 
30 years of experience in manufacturing and marketing a comprehensive range of plywood, block boards, 
decorative veneers, MDF, flush doors, and other allied products has always been in forefront driving 
product innovations, ensuring a steady supply of health safe products to its discerning consumers. The 
Company provides world class interior products for the domestic and global markets and pioneered the 
concept of lifetime warranty in plywood. 

Greenply has a strong widespread presence in over 1100 cities, towns, and villages across 27 states 
and 6 union territories, serviced through a well-entrenched distribution network of more than 2,300 
dealers and authorized stockists, a retail network exceeding 6,000 and more than 50 physical and virtual 
branches pan-India.  Greenply is currently making its presence felt across the globe, with 8 state-of-the-
art manufacturing facilities, which includes one each in Myanmar & Gabon. Strengthening the business – 
the Company is constantly striving on building a sustainable operational framework crucial for continued 
value creation. It is working on capacity building and securing resource availability. The company has 
also forayed into the MDF sector with its new plant located at Vadodara, Gujarat and has also undertaking 
capacity expansion in Uttar Pradesh to increase its production capacity. 

The company is the first one in the wood & panel industry to introduce a range of Zero Emission (E-0) 
products, keeping in mind the health interest of its consumers to safeguard the indoor air quality by 
reducing formaldehyde emission to negligible or equal to zero. Greenply is amongst the first ones in the 
sector to use Okoume – a natural timber harvested under the Sustainable Forest Management plan.  
Greenply has also attained the FSC® – FM (Forest Management) from Forest Stewardship Council (FSC®) 
for its sustainable plantation unit located in Tizit, Nagaland and is the first company to have successfully 
achieved the certification in the interior infrastructure segment in India. Greenply has introduced 
specialised feature like Virashield Protection and Fire-Retardant parameter across its product portfolio 
to ensure safety and protection to the household. The Company also introduced 4 Press Technology and 
Penta 5 Tech to offer defect free products to its consumer base. Certification
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The Olympia group was born out of the alliance of two strong business houses – The Khivraj group & The 
MK group.

The Chennai based renowned Khivraj group, has over 5 decades of successful business history spanning 
various industries such as Real Estate, Automobile, Retail and wind power generation. The Khivraj Group 
continues its voyage of excellence, steered by its Director Mr. Ajit Kumar Chordia.

While, the MK Group led by its Director Mr. Chandrakant Kankaria is a highly reputed 75-year-old business 
group engaged in Commercial/Residential Property Development, Chemical Manufacture, International 
Trading of Paints & Chemicals in addition to owning multiple Cinema Houses across Kolkata.  

Our Industrial development :

1)	 TAPP Semicon Park

Education

1)	 Velammal New Gen CBSE School

2)	 KC High School

Retail developments

1)	 Retail with Airport Integrated MLCP

2)	 Mall Development in North Chennai

For more details, please visit our Company’s website www.olympiagroup.in

Our Office developments :

1)	 Olympia Tech Park
2)	 Olympia Platina
3)	 Olympia Teknos
4)	 Olympia National Towers
5)	 Olympia Inspire
6)	 Olympia Cyberspace
7)	 Olympia Crest

Our Residential developments:

1)	 Opaline
2)	 Opaline Sequel
3)	 Sky villas
4)	 Grande
5)	 Panache
6)	 Jayanthi Residences
7)	 The Park Residences
8)	 The Goodwood Residence
9)	 Olympia Mithila
10)	 Reflection



Supporter - IGBC Annual Report
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We Do Not Build Houses, We Build Homes

Srivari Group has built numerous landmark projects in both Residential and Commercial segments. With 
a glorious track record, the group enjoys a tremendous reputation and goodwill owing to transparency 
in operations, high quality of construction and providing real value for investment.

We are the first real estate company in the city to receive a 5-Star Rating from CRISIL in the years 2013-14. 
Our projects Ananyaa and Vaibhav are recognised by Realty Plus as one of the Top 100 projects in India. 
We have been awarded the Best Quality Constructions of the year for the State of Tamil Nadu excluding 
Chennai by the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) in the year 2019. This 
year, we also received FICCI’s Best Developer of the year for the State of Tamil Nadu excluding Chennai.

Our successful journey has been possible only because of the trust and faith of our residents over the 
years. We promise to continue serving you with excellence and innovation in every property we deliver.



Lunch Co-Supporter
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Sri City - The Integrated Business City

Sri City, a world-class Integrated Business City, located at the Southern end of Andhra Pradesh, just 
55 km north of Chennai on the Andhra Pradesh - Tamil Nadu state borders, offers everything business 
needs - right from robust infrastructure for manufacturing and services to support amenities and lifestyle 
facilities. Taking advantage of the large workforce, talent pool, and well-developed best-in-class industrial 
infrastructure, Sri City stands as glittering example of industry extraordinaire. 

Spread over an area of 7500 acres in the Eastern end of Tirupati district, Sri City comprises a Special 
Economic Zone (SEZ), a Domestic Tariff Zone (DTZ), Free Trade Ware housing Zone (FTWZ) and an 
Electronic Manufacturing Cluster (EMC), all in its precincts. It is well connected by road, rail networks and 
has access to four seaports and two airports. It’s proximity to Chennai, the business and commercial hub 
of South India, gives Sri City a competitive edge over other locations. 

The uniqueness of Sri City lies in its futuristic planning. It is based on sustainable urbanization principles 
which allow for scalability and expansion without encountering infrastructure bottlenecks. The key zones 
within Sri City are for services, eco-friendly manufacturing, education and lifestyle that bring alive the 
concept of Work-Live-Learn-Play. While the Work Zone includes the SEZ, DTZ, FTWZ and EMC, the Live 
Zone comprises of residential complexes, healthcare, and other support facilities.

Inaugurated in August 2008, Sri City soon emerged as a well-established name among the distinguished 
corporate entities in the country. With its world-class infrastructure, international ambience and vibrant 
economic activity, Sri City is slated to become Asia's top-league industrial and educational destination. In 
line with the 'Make in India' and 'Make in AP', the dream campaigns of the Central and State governments 
respectively, it emerged as one of the best global manufacturing hubs in the country.

All put together, as of now, about 210 companies from 28 countries have chosen Sri City as their home 
investing nearly USD 4 Billion and offering job opportunities over 60,000 people. The city is already 
buzzing with activity, brought alive by manufacturing units representing various industrial sectors – both 
operational and those under construction. Global companies such as ISUZU, Panasonic, Daikin, THK, 
Toray, Kobelco, Unicharm, Mondelez (Cadbury), PepsiCo, Colgate Palmolive, Alstom, Kellogg's, Foxconn,  
to name a few, have already set up their plants. 

www.sricity.in

http://www.sricity.in
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AAD TECH INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
21, Papa Industrial Estate, 40 Suren Road, Andheri (E), Mumbai 400093

Email : sales@aadtech.in
Website : www.aadtech.in

Main Area of Business HVAC, EC Fans, Air Handling Units, Air Washer Units, Cooling Tower

Organization Profile Aadtech is a leading Solution Provider that is dedicated to integrating 
cutting-edge software, hardware, control systems, and IoT technologies 
to drive long-term sustainability. Our primary focus lies in reducing energy 
consumption and minimizing carbon footprints, all while ensuring optimal 
efficiency and performance.
Drawing on our partnership with Zeihl-Abegg, Germany, we import 
advanced technology to offer innovative solutions in the field of EC Fans. Our 
expertise extends to retrofitting existing systems as well as implementing 
our cutting-edge solutions in new Air Handling Unit (AHU) projects. By 
incorporating these state-of-the-art technologies, we aim to optimize 
efficiency and performance while promoting eco-friendly practices.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

EC Fans, Air Handling Units, Air Washer Units, Cooling Tower, Retrofit of AHUs

Retrofit of AWUs, Retrofit of Cooling Towers, Exhaust Fans

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Manpreet Singh
General Manager – Sustainability and Projects
9876724003
manpreet@aadtech.in
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ACTIVE BUILDINGS
2nd floor, I wing, Tex Center, Chandivali, Andheri East, Mumbai 400072

Email : contact@activebuildings.in
Website : www.activebuildings.io

Main Area of Business Air Quality Management and Indoor Environment Consultation

Organization Profile ActiveBuildings is engaged in the research & development of technology 
that can improve the health, comfort and productivity of occupants and 
buildings through Indoor Environment Management. 
We have made good Indoor Air Quality more accessible with innovative 
and affordable concepts like quick Air Tests to understand the health of a 
building, just like blood tests for our bodies. Our sensors are home-grown, 
RESET-certified and ISHRAE-compliant, and can accurately assess 7-15 
parameters. 
Our solutions are specifically customized for the Indian customers’ air 
quality problems, such as high CO2 from poor ventilation to help alleviate 
and manage symptoms of people suffering from respiratory illness. 

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

1.Air Quality Testing & Monitoring via home-grown Air Sensors

2.ActiVent - Air Filtration & Ventilation Management Systems

3.Standalone Air Purifiers 

4.ActiveUV – Air Sanitizing Devices with UV light

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Priyans Murarka 
COO 
+ 91 80555 50504
Priyans.murarka@activebuildings.in
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ADITHYA AQUA TECH SOLUTIONS
36/1 TO 36/4 ATHIRTALAKSHMI GARDEN BEHIND GOVT ITI

METTUPALAYAM ROAD, GN MILLS(PO),CBE-641029
Email : accounts@adithyaaqua.com

Website : www.adithyaaqua.com

Main Area of Business COMPLETE SUSTAINABALE GREEN BUILDING SOLUTIONS & CONSULTATION 
UNDER ONE ROOF
RAIN WATER HARVESTING
SOURCE WATER TREATMENT
HOT WATER
PUMPS
WASTE WATER MANAGEMENT
SOLAR POWER
LITHIUM ION BATTERY IN ENERGY STORAGE SECTOR

Organization Profile Adithya Aqua Tech Solutions is a Leading Solution provider and consultant for entire 
segments of Rain water collection and harvesting, Source water treatment,Waste water 
treatment, Hot water applications, Pumps and Solar Power Plants, Lithium Ion Battery.
Adithya Aqua Tech Solutions since 2007 are the Pioneers in entire segments of Rain water 
collection and harvesting and have a proven track record in providing unique solutions 
to the at most needs & satisfaction to its diverse client base which includes Residential, 
commercial, corporate, leading business houses, Government Authorities and Local 
Bodies.
A well experienced After Sales team adds more value to the dynamic & changing needs 
of the clients. This value added service has strengthened the Client belief in the ability 
to provide everlasting solutions as per the exact needs of the clients in various sectors.
We are the only company in South East Asia having an “Experience Centre for Water and 
Energy” in Coimbatore.
Empowered with a skilled workforce comprising of qualified engineers and technicians, 
we have been able to design, manufacture and commission quality tested Source water 
treatment plants, Sewage Treatment Plants, Rain water harvesting and collection, Hot 
water applications, Pumps, and Solar power plants to generate safe, healthy and pure 
drinking water, free from harmful Impurities and undisclosed salts. 
Adithya has recently launched SPIDER BRAND Lithium Ion Battery in Energy Storage 
Sector for all Domestic, Industrial, Commercial and Hospitals Application.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

RAIN WATER HARVESTING –RAINY FILTER
SOURCE WATER TREATMENT,
WASTE WATER MANAGEMENT

HOT WATER-AO SMITH

PUMPS –GRUNDFOS PUMPS

SOLAR POWER, 
LITHIUM ION BATTERY IN ENERGY STORAGE SECTOR

Contact Executive
Name:Haresh Kumar
Designation : Manager
Contact Number:8220042223
Email : accounts@adithyaaqua.com

Name:Haresh Kumar
Designation : Manager
Contact Number:8220042223
Email :accounts@adithyaaqua.com
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AQUA MATRIx SYSTEM PRIVATE LIMITED
81B, Block A 3rd Floor, Prince Info Park, 2nd Main Road,  

Ambattur Industrial Estate, Sai Nagar, Chennai – 600 058.
Email : info@aquamatrix.in

Website : www.aquamatrix.in

Main Area of Business Aqua Matrix is a limited liability venture promoted by a team of experienced 
technocrats. AMX will cater to the Water & Waste Treatment / Recycling, 
Zero liquid discharge and Solid waste   treatment   in   Commercial,   
industrial   and   municipal
segments.

Organization Profile Aqua Matrix key promoters have a working experience of over 30 years with 
Indian Industry, sound process knowledge and product sourcing tie ups 
with leading component suppliers Globally, ensures Aqua Matrix offers to its 
clients the latest and happening technologies available worldwide.
The company will offer turnkey solutions form Concept, pilot testing, design 
and Engineering, turnkey execution and Operation & Maintenance.

Contact Executive Name 
Designation Contact 
Number
Email

D.NAVIN KUMAR VP – 
OPERATIONS 9840970902
Navin_lalit@yahoo.co.in

mailto:info@aquamatrix.in
http://www.aquamatrix.in/
mailto:Navin_lalit@yahoo.co.in
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ARK EVENTS & MEDIA PVT LTD
A 603, Bhumiraj Costarica, sector 18, Sanpada, Navi Mumbai 400705

Email : anoop@constructiontimes.co.in
Website : www.constructiontimes.co.in

Main Area of Business Publishing

Organization Profile CONSTRUCTION TIMES, a leading Indian B2B magazine has already 
created a niche readership of 2,00,000 plus with its clear intent and 
focus on Construction and Infrastructure sector. It has been providing 
comprehensive coverage to different faucets of the industry and has 
become one of the most sought-after Information Platform for decision 
makers and all stakeholders from Industry.
Each edition of Construction Times is a rich information source for valuable 
and relevant content backed by well-researched articles, critical inputs 
from Industry professionals, case studies and interactions with thought 
leaders from the Industry. The magazine also keeps a dedicated focus on 
vital segments of Industry - from Green Buildings to Building Materials, 
Construction Methodologies and Construction Equipment, Architecture & 
Interiors, Logistics to Banking & Finance, and Policies etc.
Construction Times Magazine (print and digital formats) forms an effective 
communication platform to project and promote new business concepts, 
showcasing their achievements, success stories as well as cementing the 
brand value.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Magazine – CONSTRUCTION TIMES

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Mr Anoop Sidharth
General Manager – Marketing
9833365454 
anoop@constructiontimes.co.in
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ARMSTRONG FLUID TECHNOLOGY
#18, Lewis Workspace, 3rd Floor, Off Millers-Nandidurga Road, Jayamahal CBD,  

Benson Town, Bengaluru, Karnataka, 560 046, India.
Email : akumar@armstrongfluidtechnology.com

Website : https://armstrongfluidtechnology.com/

Main Area of Business We provide energy-efficient, cost-effective solutions and performance management services to 
building and facility professionals around the world. Armstrong provides and protects efficiency in 
building mechanical systems, approaching energy optimization as a whole-building challenge and 
advancing the practice of full lifecycle management
With our core competencies in Demand-based control, Digitalization, Fluid flow, and Heat transfer 
we are uniquely positioned to combine high-quality hardware, controls intelligence, and related 
services into fully integrated building energy solutions. These solutions offer you optimum lifetime 
building performance through maximum design-, build- and operating flexibility, lowest project 
and operating risks, and lowest installed lifecycle cost. Our solution will help to improve energy 
performance with new buildings as well.
The products and services exported include Fluid Flow Systems for building applications – HVAC 
&Plumbing, Variable Speed & Design Envelope Pumps, HVAC efficiency and Intelligent Connected 
Building Solutions, Integrated Plant Packages, Heat Transfer systems, Fire Pumps & Systems & 
markets we cater are North America, Latin America, Europe, Middle East & Africa, India, China,  
Asia & Australia. 

Organization Profile With nine manufacturing facilities on four continents, Armstrong Fluid Technology is known as an 
innovator in the design, engineering and manufacturing of intelligent fluid flow equipment, control 
solutions and optimization technologies.  With our core competencies in Demand-based control, 
Digitalization, Fluid flow, and Heat transfer, we are uniquely positioned to combine high-quality 
hardware, controls intelligence and related services into fully integrated building energy solutions. 
These solutions offer you optimum lifetime building performance through maximum design, build- 
and operating flexibility, lowest project and operating risks, and lowest installed lifecycle cost.
Our solution will help to improve energy performance with new buildings as well as with the 
existing facilities. In the shift toward digitalization and integration of fluid-flow systems, Armstrong 
leads the industry. With advanced solutions that leverage edge computing, IoT, machine learning, 
digital twin technology and demand-based control. Armstrong provides and protects efficiency in 
building mechanical systems, approaching energy optimization as a whole-building challenge and 
advancing the practice of full lifecycle management.
Our Unique Value Preposition is focusing on HVAC, Plumbing, Gas Transmission and Fire Safety 
applications. We provide energy-efficient, cost-effective solutions and performance management 
services to building and facility professionals around the world. Armstrong provides and protects 
efficiency in building mechanical systems, approaching energy optimization as a whole-building 
challenge and advancing the practice of full lifecycle management. 
The products and services exported include Fluid Flow Systems for building applications – HVAC 
&Plumbing, Variable Speed & Design Envelope Pumps, HVAC efficiency and Intelligent Connected 
Building Solutions, Integrated Plant Packages, Heat Transfer systems, Fire Pumps & Systems & 
markets we cater are North America, Latin America, Europe, Middle East & Africa, India, China,  
Asia & Australia. 
In May 2021, in recognition of our leadership in energy efficiency, carbon footprint reduction and 
environmental stewardship, Armstrong Fluid Technology received a Queens Enterprise Award for 
Sustainability. The company has also been named one of 2022’s Best Managed Companies. As a 
recipient of a Best Managed award for 20 years, Armstrong continues to hold Platinum status in 
the program. We are proud of the rich tapestry of ethnicity, origin and gender in our employees 
that makes us stronger every day. We value diversity and build teams with a variety of skills, 
competencies and backgrounds

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Fluid Flow Systems for building applications – HVAC &Plumbing, Variable Speed & Design Envelope 
Pumps, HVAC efficiency and Intelligent Connected Building Solutions, Integrated Plant Packages, 
Heat Transfer systems, Fire Pumps & Systems.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

ABHILASH KUMAR 
REGIONAL MARKETING PROGRAM MANAGER
9008417722
akumar@armstrongfluidtechnology.com
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ASAHI INDIA GLASS LTD.
502, Dev Corpora, Eastern Express Hwy, opp. Cadbury Junction, Khopat,  

Thane West, Thane, Maharashtra 400601
Email : seemore@aisglass.com

Website : www.aisglass.com

Main Area of Business Automotive, Architectural and Consumer glass

Organization Profile Asahi India Glass Ltd. (AIS) is India's leading integrated glass and window 
Solutions Company and a dominant player both in the automotive and 
architectural glass segments. It commands over 70% share in the Indian 
passenger car glass segment. Established in 1987, AIS' footprint today spans 
the entire spectrum of the automotive and architectural glass value chains. 
AIS has 3 Strategic Business Units (SBUs) - Automotive, Architectural and 
Consumer. 

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

Automotive glass, Building & Construction glass, High performance and 
specialized glasses, UPVC and Aluminium  windows & doors

AIS Windshield Experts, AIS Glasxperts, AIS Windows, AIS Distribution 
Services Ltd, AIS Glass Solutions

Providing product and solution for real estate as well as other architectural 
business through consultative solution 

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Mrigakshi Devikar
Marketing Executive
7387486150
mrigakshi.devikar@aisglass.com

mailto:mrigakshi.devikar@aisglass.com
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BAMBOOCRETE GREEN BUILDING SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
404-B, Sarva Signature, Gotri- Bhayli Road, Vadodara 390007

Email : info@bamboocrete.com
Website : www.bamboocrete.com

Main Area of Business Buildings made from Eco-friendly Bamboo and Wood - Crete
Cabins, Cottages and Pods for Resorts, Offices, Shops, etc using above 
material.
Acoustic Barriers using above materials.

Organization Profile BambooCrete Green Building Systems provide the solutions for energy 
efficient and comfortable buildings using innovative renewable building 
materials such as Bamboo and Wood waste. 
The solutions typically offer 30-40% reduction in energy consumption, are 
fire, impact, seismic, thermal, acoustic, termite and borer resistant.
The modular systems are precast and installed quickly at site.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

Modular Hexagonal Pods made from Bamboo and Wood Crete used for

Compact Homes, Farmhouses, Resorts, Camping, Schools, Hostels, Clinics.

Shops, Kiosks, Fruit and Tea Stalls, Storages.

Mini Cold Rooms

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Manish Naik
Director
9727 070 542
info@BambooCrete.com

mailto:info@bamboocrete.com
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BEARYS GROUP
Bearys Horizon, 21 Wood Street, Bangalore - 560025

Email : properties@bearysgroup.com
Website : www.bearysgroup.com

Main Area of Business •	 Real Estate
•	 Property Development 
•	 Turnkey Solutions - Design-Build-Deliver (DBD) module.
•	 Infrastructure & Construction Engineering
•	 Project Management Consultancy
•	 Property & Facility Management
•	 Retail
•	 Managed offices & Co-lab space
•	 Interior fit outs  
•	 Education

Organization Profile For nearly 4 decades, Bearys Group has spanned the entire gamut of the 
real estate sector and evolved as proficient Turnkey Solution Providers. Our 
broad-based experience & accomplishments have given us the consummate 
ability to ably carry out projects of manifold diversity where Design-
Build-Deliver (DBD) is our forte. From inception all our projects have been 
synonymous with Sustainable Development and Green Architecture, and 
we have to our credit 9 Platinum IGBC/LEED certified projects.  ‘Triple E’ – 
‘Entrepreneurship’, ‘Environment’ & ‘Education’ constitute the Foundation of 
Bearys Group & is the essence of all our endeavors. “Delivering Excellence. 
Consistently” is our motto and sums up the Group’s spirit.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

Award winning Green Developer and proficient Turnkey Solution Providers. 
Our projects are compliant with environmental laws.
Types of Projects are Residential, Commercial, R&D and IT Park, Data 
Centres, Lab Space, Campus Development, Malls, Institutions and Mixed-
Use Developments. 
We have 22 Institutions from primary to collegiate levels in Karnataka with no 
donations and capitation fees, especially catering to poor and rural children.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Mr.Ramesh Suthar, 
General Manager, Green Initiatives and Facilities.
Mobile : 98450 51862
Email ID : greeninitiatives@bearysgroup.com

http://www.bearysgroup.com
mailto:greeninitiatives@bearysgroup.com
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BLINK CHARGING
#1307, Sigma Chambers, JBN Main Road, Bangalore 560075

Email : sales@blinkcharging.in
Website : www.blinkcharging.in

Main Area of Business EV Charging end-to-end solutions

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

EV Charging Stations- AC and DC Charging solutions for Electric Vehicles, 
Charging Management Systems, EV Driver App

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 

Contact Number
Email  

Nithin T S
Director (Marketing)- India
Blink Charging
8606181962
nsankarankutty@blinkcharging.in

mailto:sales@blinkcharging.in
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BLUEDROP ENVIRO PVT. LTD. 
# 101, Vasantha Golden Residency Plot No- 521 and 536, Phillu Street,  

Raja Rajeswari Nagar, Kondapur, Telangana 500084.
Email : projects@bluedropwetlands.com
Website : https://bluedropwetlands.com

Main Area of Business Revolutionising water management, BlueDrop Enviro Pvt. Ltd is a leader in 
sustainable solutions. From innovative wastewater treatment to eco-friendly 
water solutions, we're dedicated to creating a cleaner, greener tomorrow. 

Organization Profile BlueDrop Enviro Pvt. Ltd is a pioneering force in sustainable water solutions. 
Specialising in innovative wastewater treatment and eco-friendly water 
management, we're committed to fostering a cleaner, greener world. With a 
focus on cutting-edge technology and environmental responsibility, we lead 
the charge in shaping a sustainable future for water resources.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

BlueDrop Enviro offers cutting-edge wastewater solutions, including 
Aerated Wetlands (Force Bed Aeration), a pioneering method in wastewater 
treatment. Our services ensure sustainable practices and environmental 
harmony.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Gangadhar Reddy D
MD, CEO & Founder
7702706666
gangesr@bluedropwetlands.com 

mailto:projects@bluedropwetlands.com
mailto:gangesr@bluedropwetlands.com
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BLUE STAR LIMITED
Blue Star Limited, 4th Floor, Kasturi Buildings, Jamshedji Tata Chowk,  

Churchgate – 400020
Website : https://www.bluestarindia.com/

Main Area of Business Blue Star specialises in Electro-Mechanical Projects and Commercial Air Conditioning 
Systems along with Unitary Products, offering a comprehensive range including Room 
ACs, Commercial Refrigeration Products & Systems, Water Purifiers, Air Purifiers, and 
Air Coolers. Its commitment to innovation extends to Professional Electronics and 
Industrial Systems, which are expertly managed by its wholly-owned subsidiary, Blue 
Star Engineering & Electronics Ltd. 

Organization Profile  Blue Star is India's leading air conditioning, commercial refrigeration and MEP (Mechanical, 
Electrical, Plumbing and Fire-fighting) contracting company with 80 years of experience. 
The Company offers a plethora of cooling solutions and has also made inroads into 
water and air purification, engineering facilities management, commercial kitchen and 
healthcare refrigeration including vaccine refrigeration. The Company’s integrated 
business model of a Manufacturer; Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) 
services provider; and an After-sales service provider enables it to offer comprehensive 
solutions for the Residential, Commercial and Infrastructure segments. 
Blue Star today has a network of 30 offices, 7 modern manufacturing facilities, and 
around 3132 employees. It has 4040 channel partners with over 8000 stores along with 
around 1251 service associates reaching out to customers in over 900 towns. 
The Company has an expansive global footprint. 
Blue Star’s other businesses include marketing and maintenance of imported 
professional electronic equipment and services, as well as industrial products and 
systems. 

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

	 Centrifugal, Screw and Scroll Chillers
	 Digital & Inverter-based Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) Systems including India’s 

first ‘Made in India’ 100% Inverter VRF System, Inverter Ducted Systems, VRF Sprint
	 Packaged and Ducted Split Air Conditioners
	 Split, Window and Portable Air Conditioners
	 Water Purifiers 
	 Air Purifiers and Air Coolers
	 Cold Storage Panels and Refrigeration Units
	 Storage Water Coolers, Deep Freezers, Bottle Coolers, Bottled Water Dispensers 

and Ice Machines
	 Reach-in as well as Under-counter Chillers and Freezers, Blood Bank and Pharmacy-

use Refrigerators
	 Visi coolers and visi freezers
	 Speciality Cooling Products such as Process Chillers
	 Supermarket refrigeration equipment and solutions 

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Sasha Sonavane
Senior Executive – Corporate Communications and Marketing Services
+91 9820866276
sasha@bluestarindia.com

mailto:sasha@bluestarindia.com
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BRIDGETHINGS IOT PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd, 1-113/41/202, Shreyas Apartment, 5th Cross Road, Silpa Park Layout, GHMC Park, 

Kondapur, Hyderabad, Ranga Reddy, Telangana, 500084
Email : shiva@bridgethings.com

Website : www.bridgethings.com

Main Area of Business Wireless Utility and resource monitoring using IoT technology, GreenCo 
Facilitation.

Organization Profile  BridgeThings IoT Private Limited is a leader in Energy Efficiency and 
Sustainability solutions for industries, large facilities, and commercial/
domestic spaces. With a strong foundation in wireless technologies, our 
in-house experts have developed cost-effective, highly scalable, end-to-
end solutions, from PCB design to cloud-based software, encompassing 
Wireless Energy, Water, Lighting, AC, and Busbar Monitoring Systems. Our 
commitment to innovation, data-driven insights, and environmental impact 
reduction sets us apart. Join us at the event to explore how BridgeThings is 
shaping a more efficient and sustainable future for your business and the 
planet.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

OEM of the Hardware (Gateways, Telemetries, sensors) and Cloud (Software/ 
dashboard) for analytics.

Solutions include Energy, Water, Lighting, Busbar, AC management systems 
and other utilities pertaining to industries and residential/ commercial 
buildings.

Certified GreenCo Facilitators to help industries in the process/ journey of 
obtaining the GreenCo rating system.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Shiva Ivaturi
Manager-Sustainability Solutions
+91 7675966665
shiva@bridgethings.com
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BROOKFIELD PROPERTIES
Candor TechSpace, Tower 5A, IT/ITES SEZ, Sector 48, Gurugram, 122018 Haryana

Email : marketing.india@brookfieldproperties.com
Website : www.brookfieldproperties.com, www.brookfieldindiareit.in

Main Area of Business Commercial Real Estate

Organization Profile Brookfield Properties is a leading global developer and operator of high-
quality real estate assets. We are active in nearly all real estate sectors, 
including office, retail, multifamily, hospitality, and logistics, operating more 
than 800 properties and over 330 million square feet of real estate in gateway 
markets on behalf of Brookfield Asset Management, one of the largest 
asset managers in the world. With a focus on sustainability, a commitment 
to excellence, and the drive for relentless innovation in the planning, 
development, and management of buildings and their surroundings, 
Brookfield Properties is reimagining real estate from the ground up.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

In India, Brookfield Properties manages over 50 million square feet of high-
quality assets across 9 key gateway cities of which 38.3 million square feet 
are already operational. Some of the marquee assets in its portfolio include 
Candor TechSpace in Gurugram, Noida and Kolkata; Worldmark in Delhi 
and Gurugram; Downtown Powai and Equinox in Mumbai; Ecoworld and 
Ecospace in Bengaluru; and CoWrks, a leading co-working and flexi office 
business across India.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email 

http://www.brookfieldproperties.com
http://www.brookfieldindiareit.in
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BUZIL ROSSARI PVT. LTD.
Akruti Corporate Park, 201 - A & B, Lal Bahadur Shastri Marg, Next to GE Gardens, Kanjurmarg 

West, Mumbai - 400078
Email : kundan.solanki@rossari.com

Website : www.buzil-rossari.com

Main Area of Business Buzil Rossari Private Limited aligns with United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) and has world-class expertise in 
providing cleaning & hygiene solutions across applications and 
across verticals like Facility Management, Government, Hotels, 
Restaurants, Healthcare, Industries, Offices amongst others.
Our Portfolio
•	 Housekeeping 
•	 Kitchen
•	 Machine ware wash
•	 Laundry
•	 Infection Control
•	 Personal Care
•	 Speciality
•	 Tissue Paper
•	 Air fresheners

Organization Profile (In less than 
100 words)

Buzil Rossari Pvt. Ltd is a subsidiary of Rossari Biotech Limited 
that specializes in cleaning solutions for the hotel, healthcare, 
facility management, laundry, disinfection, personal hygiene, and 
special care goods industries. Working with numerous distribution 
partners and serving clients across India, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka, 
Buzil Rossari has earned the trust of consumers in a short period 
of time. Buzil Rossari strives to be a powerful and dependable 
cleaning, hygiene, and laundry service provider throughout 
SAARC and SE Asia. Rossari Biotech's superior production, quality 
assurance, and supply chain skills enable Buzil Rossari to provide 
cost-effective, and efficiently developed tailor-made solutions to 
its customers.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered  
(In less than 40 words)

Cleaning, Hygiene, Sanitisation and Disinfection Solutions

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Kundan Solanki
Marketing
9892846031
Kundan.solanki@rossari.com
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CAE PROFILE SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
Mumbai, Maharashtra

Email : sandeep@caesolutions.in
Website : https://www.caesolutions.in/

Main Area of Business At CAE Solutions, our primary goal is to leverage engineering simulation to 
drive sustainable innovation. We are dedicated to assisting organizations 
in optimizing their products, reducing waste, improving energy efficiency, 
and minimizing harmful emissions. Through cutting-edge simulation 
technologies, we aim to help companies design and develop environmentally 
responsible solutions that contribute to a more sustainable future.

Organization Profile Profile Solution, headquartered in Mumbai and having office in Singapore, 
comprises of a team of engineering and manufacturing experts helping 
our clients in diversifying their products & capabilities through inherent 
innovation, right from conceptual design, material selection, detailed design 
& engineering, through-to prototyping, manufacturing, commissioning & in-
operation stages.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

Engineering Simulation – CAE

CFD Analysis, FEA, Built Environmnet Simulation, Thermal Comfort

Acoustic Analysis

Engineering Simulation Software

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Sandeep Nain
CEO & Director
+91-9958748642
sandeep@caesolutions.in
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CAPITALAND
International Tech Park Chennai, Taramani

Email : chennai@capitaland.com
Website : www.capitaland.com

Main Area of Business Commercial Real Estate

Organization Profile About CapitaLand Investment Limited (www.capitalandinvest.com)
Headquartered and listed in Singapore, CapitaLand Investment Limited 
(CLI) is a leading global real estate investment manager (REIM) with a 
strong Asia foothold.  As at 30 September 2023, CLI had S$133 billion of 
real estate assets under management, and S$90 billion of real estate funds 
under management (FUM) held via six listed real estate investment trusts 
and business trusts, and more than 30 private vehicles across Asia Pacific, 
Europe and USA.  Its diversified real estate asset classes cover retail, office, 
lodging, business parks, industrial, logistics and data centres.
 CLI aims to scale its FUM and fee-related earnings through fund 
management, lodging management and its full stack of operating 
capabilities, and maintain effective capital management.  As the investment 
management arm of CapitaLand Group, CLI has access to the development 
capabilities of and pipeline investment opportunities from CapitaLand’s 
development arm. 
 As a responsible company, CLI places sustainability at the core of what it 
does and has committed to achieve Net Zero carbon emissions for scope 1 
and 2 by 2050.  CLI contributes to the environmental and social well-being 
of the communities where it operates, as it delivers long-term economic 
value to its stakeholders.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

Business Parks

Industrial and Logistics

Data Centres

Co-working

Serviced residences

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Mr. Shaju Thomas
Assistant Vice President, Marketing & CS
+919940529319
shaju.thomas@capitaland.com

http://www.capitalandinvest.com
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CIA WORLD MAGAZINE
Vakola, Santacruz East, Mumbai 400055
Email : epicmedia.ciaworld@gmail.com

Website : www.ciaworld.in

Main Area of Business Publication & Conferences & Exhibition

Organization Profile Construction Infrastructure Architect World magazine has completed 12 
years and is published by EPIC Media. CIA World is targeted and read by 
the Construction, Infrastructure and Architecture sector and is considered 
as a powerful TOOL to the business of Construction and Infrastructure 
publishing and is also referred as CIA World. The USP of CIA World is that it 
addresses the core issues pertaining to the Construction Infrastructure and 
Architecture sector and simultaneously facilitates necessary solutions. 

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

Publications, Conferences & Exhibitions

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

VijayK Nair
Editor-in-Chief
9833399819
vijay.ciaworld@ gmail.com
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CIRCEN TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
No. 14, 2nd floor, 4th Street, Rutland Gate, Chennai - 600006

Email : contactus@circentech.com
Website : www.circentech.com

Main Area of Business Circen Technologies offers sustainable water treatment Solutions with 
primary focus on
Packaged STP/ETP Solutions – Plug n Play with low carbon footprint
Energy Efficient pumps – Submersible and Dewatering
Sustainable NSF certified water purifiers – Ceramic Water Filters

Organization Profile Circen Technologies is a technical consultancy company providing 
innovative solutions in the waste treatment space. We are looking to provide 
sustainable and economically viable solutions to enable us to move towards 
a more circular economy.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

Circen Technologies offers the following services as below:
Technical Consultancy
Detailed Engineering drawings
Design/Supply/Installation of packaged STP and ETP
ZLD project Consultancy Services
Supply of carrier materials for biological systems
Supply/installation of wide range of Submersible Pumps
Supply of Ceramic Under Counter Water filters
O&M services – Comprehensive and Non comprehensive

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Nilmadhav Banerjee
Business Development Manager
8797389436
Nil.madhav@circentech.com
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CRAFT HOME
F46, SECTOR 11, NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH. PINCODE 201301

Email : SIDDHARTHA@CRAFTHOME.IN

Main Area of Business Sustainable Décor & Flooring

Organization Profile  We are a 45yrs old family owned & managed company with the 4th 
generation taking the business forward. After having developed deep 
relations with retailers & wholesalers in USA, UK, Europe & Japan by selling 
Home Décor Products; our company has now forayed into Sustainable 
Wood Flooring. By procuring Post Consumer Recycled wood (PCRW), we 
aim to “Reduce-Reuse-Recycle”

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

Recycled wood Flooring & Panels

Virgin  wood Flooring & Panels

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Siddhartha Gupta
Manager
+91 9971777688
siddhartha@crafthome.in
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DAIKIN AIRCONDITIONING INDIA PVT. LTD.
12th Floor, Building No. - 9 - A, DLF Cyber City, DLF Phase - III Gurgaon 122002, Haryana (India)

Email : cs@daikinindia.com
Website : www.daikinindia.com

Main Area of Business Air-conditioning Equipment Manufacturer
Air Purification Equipment Manufacturer
Commercial Refrigeration Manufacturer

Organization Profile  Daikin Airconditioning India Pvt. Ltd.( DAIPL) is a 100% subsidiary of Daikin 
Industries Ltd., Japan, a global leader in the manufacturing of commercial-use 
and residential air conditioning systems. Backed by the superior technology, 
the organization offers a wide range of energy efficient air conditioning 
solutions to the Indian customers. It has been successfully offering premium 
air conditioning solutions in the Indian market for large-scale projects. Robust 
growth is forecasted in India’s air-conditioning market in the future and Daikin 
intends to further increase its market share of residential and large-scale 
projects.

Contact Number
Email 

+91-124-455 5444
cs@daikinindia.com

http://www.daikinindia.com
mailto:cs@daikinindia.com
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E3 ExTRUSION INC ( E3 WOOD)
#273F, RANE MADRAS ROAD, HEBBAL INDUSTRIAL AREA,

MYSORE,KARNATAKA,INDIA -570018
Email : ganesh@e3wood.com /   mktg@e3wood.com

Website : www.e3wood.com

Main Area of Business Manufacturer of wood polymer composite (WPC) 
DOOR FRAME, WINDOW, WALL PANEL, FALSE CEILING, DECKING, 
PICKET FENCE MOFFICE PARTITIONS, LOUVERS 

Organization Profile E3 wood is established in 2004 with the vision of recycling, reuse 
and reduce. To avoid global warming by reduce use of natural 
resources by  using alterantove WPC recyclable material.
WPC is an alternative material for WOOD. Its made up of reclaimed 
wood waste,agriculture waste and waste polymer.
WPC is water resistance, Termite resistance,weather resistance, 
Excellent Screw retention, maintenance free and  durable, 

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered 

DOOR FRAME, WINDOW, WALL PANEL, FALSE CEILING, DECKING, 
PICKET FENCE, OFFICE PARTITIONS, LOUVERS etc.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

GANESH.M
CEO 
8722206921
ganesh@e3wood.com                 

mailto:ganesh@e3wood.com
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EKAM ECO SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
Registered Office - House 416, 2nd Floor, Metro Pillar # 126, 

Ghitorni, New Delhi - 110030, India
Mumbai - Meghmalhar, Thane West, Maharashtra

Ahmedabad- 5, Shivam Estate, Dantali GIDC,  Ahmedabad, Gujarat
Email : info@ekameco.com, manjeet@ekameco.com,

Website : www.ekameco.com

Main Area of Business GreenPro certified Waterless Urinal Technology
GreenPro certified housekeeping solutions
STP Management
Capsule STP
Composting
Waste management
Bioremediation of Water Bodies (Lakes, Ponds, rivers, etc.…)

Organization Profile Ekam Eco Solutions (IIT Delhi incubated MSME) work's in the domain 
of Water Abundance, Environmental Health and Hygiene. 
We are manufacturers of 
1.) Waterless urinals (India's first Green Certified Waterless Urinal 
Technology)
2.) Natural Housekeeping solutions (IGBC GreePro Certified)
3.) Waste water management solutions (For new sites and existing STp's, 
Septic Tanks and rejuvenation of water bodies)
4.) Food waste composting and Bio-Toilets
Our organization - Ekam Eco Solutions (a MSME and an ISO 9001:2015 ) is a 
social enterprise that graduated from the Technology Business Incubation 
Unit of IIT Delhi.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Waterless Urinal

GreenPro certified housekeeping solutions

Waste Water Management

Food waste composting

Bio toilets/ STP management/ Compact and Capsule STP’s

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Mr Uttam Banerjee/ Mr. Manjeet Singh/ Mr Akhilesh Ahirwal
CEO/ National Head- Business Development/ Regional head- Business 
Development
981603 1603/ 96433 22803/ 95999 28614/ 96433 22806

mailto:info@ekameco.com
mailto:manjeet@ekameco.com
http://www.ekameco.com
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ENTELECHY AUTOMATION PVT LTD.
No 2, Damji Shamji Industrial Estate, LBS Marg, Vikhroli West, Mumbai 400083

Email : info@entelechysystems.com
Website : www.desiiot.com / www.entelechysystems.com

Main Area of Business Entelechy manufacturers DESI IOT brand of  Smart lighting control 
technology which contributes to the key objectives of sustainability, 
well-being and ecological responsibility in unique ways.
We Provide the best IoT based lighting control solution with the widest 
range of smart-building services integrated, like, Sub metering, HVAC, 
AQ, Asset tracking, Space management, indoor navigation, energy 
management,

Organization Profile  Since last 25 years, we have helped 1000’s of people and businesses to 
adopt smart automation systems, which made their home and building 
sustainable, safer, smart and livable and in turn saved them lot of money.
We manufacture IoT Based Smart drivers and multiprotocol gateways for 
smart Lighting controls and control of various building services.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

IoT based Smart lighting and building systems, both wired and wireless for 
Homes, buildings, hotels, hospitals and infra projects.

DESI IOT brand of smart lighting drivers and gateway based on known 
ecosystem like, Wirepas, Casambi and KNX Iot. ( first in India)

We represent companies like ABB, CASAMBI, INGY, KNX IoT, CASCODA 

Design,  supply, installation, testing, commissioning and training of smart 
building systems.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

BHAVESH DOSHI
DIRECTOR
+91 9820629675
Bhavesh@entelechysystems.com

http://www.desiiot.com
http://www.entelechysystems.com
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EVEREST INDUSTRIES LTD
Tower-14, Level-3, Corporate Solitaire Park Guru, Hargovindji Rd, Chakala, Andheri East, 

Mumbai, Maharashtra 400093
Email : mangesh.mahajan@everestind.com

Website : www.everestind.com

Main Area of Business Fiber Cement board and cements

Organization Profile Everest offers a range of new age boards, which enable strong, light, and 
rapid construction of residential, commercial, and industrial infrastructure. 
Made using environmentally friendly materials, these products are used 
in a wide range of applications such as claddings, ceilings, walls, facades, 
wall partitions, interior & exterior wall lining, prefab structures, drywalls and 
mezzanine floors

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered 

Fiber cement sheets and ready made wall panels

Wall solutions, cladding solutions, mezzanine floor and Ceiling solutions

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Mr Bijith Purushothaman
National Sales head
9987788703
bijith.purushothaman@everestind.com
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EVOLVE GREEN PROJECTS
371, Sidco Estate, Ambattir, Chennai – 600 098

Email : gm.sales@evolveindia.in
Website : www.evolveenergygroup.com

Main Area of Business Manufacturers: Solar Inverter/ PV Modules/ Structures
Service Provider: Solar Plant installation & O&M Service 

Organization Profile Evolve Solar EPC - A part of Evolve Energy Group(Evolve Green Projects 
Pvt Ltd)  is One Call Expert for all Solar Needs. Be it Inverter, Panel, or 
Balance of Structure, or even turnkey EPC solution we have it all. Product-
wise, we manufacture Solar Inverter, PV Modules and other BoS items with 
our inhouse manufacturing facility following world class standards with 
stringent product and quality norms. We give the highest warranty of 10 
Years replacement warranty for Inverters and 12 years Product warranty, 27-
year Performance warranty for PV modules. We have a 24x7 in-house expert 
tech team to support all our clients online for any requirements.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Manufacture: Solar Inverter , PV Module , Structures 

Services:  Solar Plant installation & O&M Service Provider

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Binisha Balan
Marketing
7550023714
gm.sales@evolveindia.in
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FAIRMATE CHEMICALS PVT LTD
8/1, Sai sudha, Arunoday Society, Alkapuri, Vadodara, Gujarat, 390007, : 265 - 2358173 

Email : sales@fairmate.com & manoj@fairmate.com
Website : www.fairmate.com

Main Area of Business Gujarat , Tamil Nadu , Andhra Pradesh , Maharashtra, Karnataka , MP etc.

Organization Profile A leading Indian Multinational Company in the construction chemicals 
industry, Fairmate is a provider of cost effective solutions & world 
class services. With an experience of over 3 decades, we ensure that 
our customers are provided with the best there is. With our offices & 
manufacturing facilities located in different parts of the world, we provide 
the most effective solutions in terms of product, quality & price.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

Construction chemical manufacturing company

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Mr. Manoj Vijayvergiya
Country head 
9727747159 
manoj@fairmate.com 
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FILFAB CORPORATION (SMD)
Plot No.20, Great Eastern Galleria, 516, Sector 4, Nerul, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra 400706

Email : hanzala@filfabindia.com
Website : https://hydropathindia.com/

Main Area of Business HVAC, Chiller segment, Anti-fouling technology supply, Scale prevention 
system, Electronic water conditioner.

Organization Profile  Filfab Corporation (SMD) is a distinguished distribution company 
headquartered in Mumbai, India. With a history dating back to our 
establishment in 2001, we've garnered a reputation as a trusted partner in 
delivering innovative and critical products to the Indian market. As exclusive 
authorized representatives of globally recognized companies such as Steris 
Corporation, USA, Hydropath Technology, UK, Hydropath Marine Limited, 
Israel, and Kallistone International, Germany, we pride ourselves on sourcing 
and bringing the best products from around the world to your doorstep.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Hydroflow Anti-Fouling machines

Hydroflow Electronic water conditioner technology

Scale prevention systems for Cooling tower, chillers, condensers, etc.

Hydroflow for home

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Hanzala Paloba
National Sales Manager
7700985177
hanzala@filfabindia.com
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FURAAT EARTH PRIVATE LIMITED
309, Anam-1, Near, Parimal Cross Rd, Ambawadi, Ahmedabad, Gujarat      380006, India

Email : projects@furaat.com
Website : www.furaat.com

Main Area of Business Rainwater harvesting solutions

Organization Profile Furaat is India’s first design led, science driven and technology integrated 
rainwater harvesting solutions organization. Our solutions are in the 
form of precast modular systems that are highly adaptable, efficient and 
easy to maintain. Our patented modules, filters rainwater, that can be 
used for various water requirements including recharge and reuse. We 
have empaneled senior hydrologists and water consultants for providing 
comprehensive solutions. We are the first company in India to offer 
quantification for rainwater harvesting.  Our harvesting systems are "GREEN 
PRO CERTIFIED" by Indian Green Building Council. We have done more than 
23,000 installations across India, Asia and Africa at industries, residential 
areas, smart cities and government institutions. 

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

Complete rainwater harvesting solutions including preliminary site survey, 
rainwater harvesting design consultancy, hydrogeological survey and 
supplying pre-cast modular filters for harvesting rainwater. 

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Neha Kedia
+91 9765359026
projects@furaat.com
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GIA MANTRA GLOBAL VILLAGE
761, Mattaparai Murugan Temple, ayyamapalayam village, Tiruvannamalai district.

Email : connect@giamantra.com
Website : www.giamantraglobalvillage.com

Main Area of Business Tiruvannamalai, 

Organization Profile  Sustainable community creating rural livelihoods in Tiruvannamalai

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

Eco Stay

Managed Farm land Sale

Spa & Healing Centre

Eco Construction Service

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Donald
Co-founder
7709019445
donaldsequeira@gmail.com
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GODREJ & BOYCE MFG. CO. LTD.
Pirojshanagar, Vikhroli, Mumbai-400079, Maharashtra, India.

Email : saliya@godrej.com
Website : https://www.godrej.com/godrejandboyce/

Main Area of Business Home-appliances, Furniture, Locking Solutions & Systems, Material handling 
equipment, Warehousing storage solutions, Energy efficient motors, Green 
building consultancy, MEP execution, Electric busbars, Calibration services, 
Vending machines, Tooling equipment- industrial machines, pressure dies, 
casting dies, press dies, die casting dies, Static equipment for process 
industries - oil & gas, refineries, petrochemicals, chemicals, fertilizers, power, 
Equipment for several mission-critical applications in nuclear power, as well 
as land and naval systems.

Organization Profile Godrej and Boyce, the flagship Company of the Godrej Group, has played 
a key role in India’s economic history by driving excellence in design and 
manufacturing, and delivering sustainable value for its stakeholders and 
communities. G&B's diverse presence across 10 industries — from complex 
engineering solutions to consumer goods like appliances, furniture, 
and security solutions - positively impacts the lives of one-third of India's 
population every day. From healthcare to infrastructure, G&B has been 
committed to nation building from its very inception, back in 1897.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Consumer goods like appliances, furniture, and security solutions.

Construction materials, MEP services, Busbar, Green building consultancy, 
Motors, Calibration services.

Complex engineering solutions for industrial process equipment for - oil & 
gas, refineries, petrochemicals, chemicals, fertilizers, power.
Aerospace, Tooling equipment- industrial machines, pressure dies, casting 
dies, press dies, die casting dies

Intralogistics – Warehousing storage solutions, material handling equipment

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email 

Mr. Mehernosh Pithawalla
Senior Vice President and Head – Brand & Strategic Insights, Godrej & Boyce 
Mfg. Co. Ltd.
saliya@godrej.com

mailto:saliya@godrej.com
https://www.godrej.com/godrejandboyce/
https://www.godrej.com/godrej-locking-solutions-and-systems
mailto:saliya@godrej.com
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GOLD PLUS GLASS INDUSTRY LTD.
4th Floor, Kings Mall, Sector 10, Rohini, New Delhi, 110085

Email : info@goldplusgroup.com
Website : www.goldplusgroup.com

Main Area of Business Glass Manufacturing

Organization Profile GoldPlus Group is the first fully Indian glass manufacturing company in the 
Country, producing the complete range of high quality glass. With our state 
of the art plants based in Roorkee, Uttarakhand, Belgaum, Karnataka and 
Kala-Amb, Himachal Pradesh, we are the second largest manufacturers of 
glass in the country.
GoldPlus Glass is the first BIS marked Float Glass and the first ISO 9001-
2000 architectural and automotive glass processing company. Our Moto at 
GoldPlus is Indian values, Global Standards and we believe in the power of 
Indian Manufactured goods.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

	 Clear Float Glass

	 Solar Control Glass

	 Mirrors (Aluminum & Silver)

	 Frosted Glass

	 Patterned Glass

Contact Executive
Name 
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Ms. Sheetal Khanna
General Manager – 
8800595016
Sheetalkhanna@goldplusgroup.com
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GREENERIA RENEWABLE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE 
LIMITED

#1875, 28th Main, South End C Cross, 9th Block Jayanagar, East End,  
Bangalore South, Bangalore – 560069

Email : sales@greeneria.in
Website : https://greeneria.in/

Main Area of Business Manufacturing and Marketing of Biogas / Biomethanation Plants

Organization Profile “Greeneria Renewable Technologies Private Limited” was founded in the 
year 2014 in the name of “Aruna Green Ventures Private Limited”, as an 
effulgent name engaged in manufacturing and supplying wide range of 
quality products.  The ownership type of the company is Private Limited 
Company.  We have situated our head office at Bengaluru, Karnataka (India).
Greeneria Renewable Technologies Private Limited is a company with an 
enthralling mindset towards go-green initiative, hence we have corner 
stoned for recycling the organic waste.   Greeneria, with go-green initiative 
is progressively saving on Carbon Foot Prints.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

The offered product range consist of Bio Gas / Bio Methanation Plants, 
Organic Waste Converters, Crushers, Dewatering Machines, Garden Foliage 
Shredders, Twin Shaft Shredders, Sanitary Napkin Incinerators & Vending 
Machines.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

M. S. R. Kumar
Managing Director
8861075555
admin@greeneria.in 

mailto:sales@greeneria.in
https://greeneria.in/
mailto:admin@greeneria.in
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GREENPLY INDUSTRIES LIMITED
D 1402, LOTUS CORPORATE PARK, JAYCOACH SIGNAL, GOREGAON EAST, MUMBAI-400063.

Email : suchita.shah@greenply.com
Website : www.greenply.com

Main Area of Business WOOD PANEL PRODUCTS 

Organization Profile Already shared separately 

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

PLYWOOD, MDF, VENEER, PUC, DOORS 

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

SUCHITA SHAH
EA- CEO & JT MD 

suchita.shah@greenply.com

http://www.greenply.com/
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GREENRICH GROW INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
# 31 A, Chockanathan Nagar IInd Street, Madhuravoyal, Chennai - 600095

Email : solutions@mygreenbin.in
Website : www.mygreenbin.in

Main Area of Business Chennai, Tamilnadu

Organization Profile Greenrich Group, an ISO 14001:2015 and CE Certified Company, delivers 
holistic eco-friendly Waste Management & Environmental Solutions since 
2017. Greenrich products are patented innovative technology & certified by 
CII and IGBC as “GREENPRO”, a guarantee that the product is environmentally 
benign throughout its existence. Empaneled by various municipal bodies and 
authorized vendors for major municipalities & Corporates. We offer micro 
solutions, composting waste from 1 liter to 100 tons per day. Our approach 
tackles urban waste accumulation, fostering green environments via 
organic farming and nurturing soil with high microbial compost. Pioneering 
fungal inoculum-based recycling rejuvenates soil nutrients and moisture. 
We provide a diverse product range for households, institutions, and diverse 
sectors, advancing waste management and eco-friendly practices.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

Home Composters for Wet Waste
Community Composters for Wet Waste
Bulk Digesters for Wet Waste
Shredders & PreComposters
Greenrich Microbes
Garden Waste Composters for Leaf Waste
Organic Farming Products 
Electric Incinerator for Domestic Hazardous Waste 
Non-Electric Zero Waste Incinerator for Hazardous Waste & MSW Waste
Dry Waste Recycling Solutions @ MRF
Wet Waste Recycling Solutions @ MCC
Mixed waste Recycling Solutions for Municipalities & Panchayats
Biogas – Containerized Plants

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Manoj K
Director
9500090619
solutions@mygreenbin.in / gogreen@mygreenbin.in

mailto:solutions@mygreenbin.in
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GREENSWITCH
Ground Floor chambers, Y block, No. 31 (old No. 202), Anna nagar, Chennai – 600040.

Email : info@greenswitch.co.in
Website : www.greenswitch.co.in

Main Area of Business Renewable Energy, Sustainable Energy, Green Power, Clean Energy

Organization Profile GreenSwitch, a company in the sustainable energy space, facilitates 
seamless connections between buyers of renewable energy power from 
commercial and industrial segment (C&I) with top-rated Independent Power 
Producers (IPPs). With our user-friendly platform, we simplify the green 
power procurement process, ensuring reliability and transparency. Join 
GreenSwitch to embark on a journey towards a greener, cleaner, and more 
sustainable energy future.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

GreenSwitch offers a streamlined online platform connecting buyers with 
top-rated Independent Power Producers (IPPs) for hassle-free procurement 
of green power. Our services include seamless matchmaking, secure 
transactions, and real-time monitoring, ensuring a sustainable energy 
transition.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Archit Khemka
Director
9940226444
archit@greenswitch.co.in
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HMx
Survey No: 251, Village - Sari Sarkhej Bavla Highway (NH No: 8A), 

Taluka: Sanand, Ahmedabad, 382220
Email : ambiator@hmx.co.in

Website : https://www.ategroup.com/hmx/

Main Area of Business Indirect direct evaporative based cooling solutions 

Organization Profile HMX — a part of the A.T.E. Group — designs and manufactures energy 
efficient, environment-friendly cooling solutions for the industrial and 
commercial sectors. Our low carbon technologies are suitable for several 
applications and for most geographical locations across the globe. 

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

HMX-IDEC — A proven method for enhancing health and productivity in 
large industrial and commercial spaces!

HMX-TFA — Save while introducing pre-cooled outdoor air into a centrally 
air-conditioned building!

HMX-Hybrid Air Conditioners — Combination of Indirect Direct Evaporative 
Cooling & Air-Conditioning!  

HMX-AHU — Smart Air Handling Units ideal for various applications in 
industrial and commercial buildings

HMX-DEC — Highly efficient airwashers for enhancing health and productivity 
in large industrial and commercial spaces!

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Mr. Arnab Sarkar
Senior Manager, Marketing & Channel Management
8055947705
arnab.sarkar@hmx.co.in
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HOMEGENIE BUILDING PRODUCTS PVT LTD
No.52,Service Road, Bypass Road, Kanthamapuram,Vanagaram,Cheenai – 600095.

Email : ask@homegeniegroup.com
Website : www.homegeniegroup.com

Main Area of Business Real Estate,Constructions,Building Products manufacturers –ie, Roof Cool 
Tiles, Bio STP,uPVC Windows & Doors and D”Sign Doors.

Organization Profile We are pioneers in manufacturing and Marketing Innovative Building 
Products since 15 years.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered 

“Rocotile” – Roof Cool Tiles

“Bioman” – Bio Non Electric Sewage Treatment Plant

“TIMBE” – Upvc Windows & Doors

“D’SIGN” Architectural Design Wooden Doors

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Rajkumar S
General Manager
9344330783
gm@bioman.co.in

mailto:gm@bioman.co.in
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HUNTER DOUGLAS INDIA PVT. LTD
Old.No.164, New No.28, 2nd Floor, Dr MGR Salai, opp. Palm Grove Hotel, MGR Salai, 

Nungambakkam, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600034
Email : bharathi.d@hunterdouglas.in

Website : https://in.hunterdouglas.asia/

Main Area of Business Architectural Metal False Ceiling, Metal Façade. Metal Sun louver and 
Architectural Terracotta Wall panel. 

Organization Profile Hunter Douglas 103year young company with a 100 factories globally 
operational at 120 countries with a 40years of state of art manufacturing 
setup in India offers a range of Metal Ceiling, Cladding systems & Solar 
control systems which uses in many of the Green buildings worldwide and 
places flexibility in design and manufacture as the prime driving force, 
behind the service offered to the Architect and Constructor alike. This 
flexibility in approach has allowed Hunter Douglas to put together the most 
comprehensive range of cladding systems on the market. These systems are 
appreciated by architects all over the world, for their attractive appearance 
as well as for their superior performance.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

We offer (1) Metal False Ceiling (2) Metal Cladding and façade (3) Metal 
Sunlouver (4) Architectural Terracotta 

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Bharathi
Regional Manager
8754448507
bharathi.d@hunterdouglas.in
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INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS INDIA PVT. LTD
2nd Floor Dhananjay Plaza, Survey No. 21, Near Lalani 

  Quantum, Off Mumbai Pune Bypass, Bavdhan, Pune -411 021
Email : mithi.dave@iesve.com

Website : www.iesve.com

Main Area of Business Built Environment Performance Modeling Software for Master planning, 
Design, Retrofit and Operation of Buildings, Campuses and Cities using 
Digital Twin and Multi Physics Modelling; Energy Modelling Consulting and 
Training; Green Building Design and Facilitation

Organization Profile IES was founded over 29 years ago and is headquartered in Glasgow. It is 
recognized as a world leader in 3D performance analysis software that is 
used to design hundreds of thousands of energy efficient buildings across 
the globe. IES’ technology is supported by integrated consulting services 
and today its capabilities are expanding from use on individual buildings to 
helping create sustainable cities. Our technology and consulting services 
uncover hidden cost, energy and carbon savings that support smarter 
resource-efficient choices across new building investments, building 
operation and refurbishment of existing buildings.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

IESVE Software for Building Performance Analysis for-
Design Optimization, Daylight and Solar Analysis, Thermal Comfort, Natural 
Ventilation, System Loads and Sizing Reports, Carbon Reduction and 
Compliance to Green Building Systems and Standards 

‘Intelligent Communities Lifecycle’ (ICL) technologies for-
Analysis for campuses, districts and cities, using Digital Twins, to organize, 
visualize and analyze your data to make Informed Decisions and gain hidden 
insights ranging from: energy-use to user comfort; transport connectivity to 
water-use; electricity networks to renewables and much more.

Consulting and Training for Building Performance Analysis, compliance and 
rating systems, decarbonization strategies

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Ms. Mithi Dave
Sr. Business Development Manager
+91-9168233110
Mithi.dave@iesve.com
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INDOWUD NFC PRIVATE LIMITED
205 City Centre, 232 Puraswalkam High Road, Puraswalkam, Chennai 600010

Email : info@indowud.com
Website : www.indowud.com

Main Area of Business Manufacturing of Indowud nfc, 

Organization Profile Indowud nfc is a sustainable eco-friendly panel product for all exterior & 
interior furnishing and joinery applications. Indowud is made from agri 
residues and is It is a zero-wood product, a superior alternative to tropical 
wood and wood-based panels like plywood, MDF/HDF in many ways.  
Indowud has no VOC’s, no formalin and is ROHS & GreenPro certified. With 
high density, superior screwholding, Indowud is the greener panel product 
providing freedom of design. A true Make in India product and an example 
of Innovation, Indowud is a pioneering wud that lets us all breathe freely, and 
protects the greenbelt.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

Nfc boards, Door Frames, Glue, Thick Doors, fluted panels, trims, View 
cutters, glue, Deep grooved panels, CNC Jali, Decorative Boards, Fencing.

All the above products are waterproof, Termiteproof, flame retardant,  and 
smoke suppressant besides being thermoformable & easily CNC routable.

Ecofriendly, recyclable, sustainable and brings IGBC points to your esteemed 
project

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Mr. Varun Bengani
Director
+91 98847 58586
varun@indowud.com
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ION ExCHANGE (INDIA) LTD.
Ion Exchange (India) Ltd., Ion House, Dr. E. Moses 

Road,  Mahalaxmi, Mumbai-400 011, India
Email : ieil@ionexchange.co.in

Website : www.ionexchangeglobal.com

Main Area of Business Total Water & Environment Management

Organization Profile Ion Exchange is a pioneer of water treatment in India with a legacy spanning 
over five decades. With sales, production and service footprints across the 
world, Ion Exchange is today considered a premier company in total water 
and environment management. It is one of the very few companies worldwide 
with complete range of solutions for water, wastewater management, 
solid waste management and now waste to energy. Our Comprehensive 
technologies, products and services, enable the company’s multidisciplinary 
teams of experts to cater not just to industries and municipalities but also to 
communities, institutions and homes.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

Our comprehensive solutions extend from influent water through potable 
and process water; process separation, purification and catalysis; effluent 
treatment, water reuse and zero discharge and waste to energy solutions. 
The integration of extensive process, technologies and designs, engineering 
and project management expertise into design and build projects, on 
turnkey BOO/T or EPC basis; comprehensive services - rehabilitation and 
automation of plant, O&M, consultancy and operator training.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Name- Poonam Pujara
Designation – Manager Corporate Communications
Contact Number- 9769612204
Email  - poonam.pujara@ionexchange.co.in
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JOHNSON CONTROLS INDIA
Johnson Controls India Private Limited, No.72, 3rd Floor, Sai Sriyas Krishna,

Poonamalle Road, Ekkattuthankal, Chennai – 600032
Website : https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_in

Main Area of Business World’s only dedicated Smart Buildings Company, we are building 
transformation by creating spaces that improve well-being, achieve climate 
goals, and save money.

Organization Profile At Johnson Controls (NYSE:JCI), we transform the environments where 
people live, work, learn and play. As the 
global leader in smart, healthy and sustainable buildings, our mission is to 
reimagine the performance of 
buildings to serve people, places and the planet. 
Building on a proud history of nearly 140 years of innovation, we deliver the 
blueprint of the future for industries 
such as healthcare, schools, data centers, airports, stadiums, manufacturing 
and beyond through OpenBlue, our 
comprehensive digital offering. 
Today, with a global team of 100,000 experts in more than 150 countries, 
Johnson Controls offers the world`s 
largest portfolio of building technology and software as well as service 
solutions from some of the most trusted 
names in the industry. 
Visit www.johnsoncontrols.com for more information and follow @
JohnsonControls on social platforms

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Innovation & Solutions for Industries: Datacenters, Commercial & Healthcare, 
Industrial & Pharma, Smart Cities, Building Technologies & Sustainability 
Solutions, Transportation

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Saravana Karthikeyan V
Sales
9789664341
saravana.karthikeyan.v@jci.com
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KMS PLASTWORLD PV TLTD
No.115, Metro Tower, EVR Salai, Poonamallee High Road,

Chennai, Tamil Nadu - 600084, India
Email : marketing@kmsplastworld.co.in

Website : www.kmsplastworld.co.in

Main Area of Business Material Handling, Solid waste Management, Hospitality Products, 
Commercial Kitchen Equipment, Insulated Boxes, Building Products, Road 
Safety Equipment’s 

Organization Profile With over 3 decades of experience in the plastic industry, and thousands of 
satisfied customers, we offer a wide range of solutions for logistics, material 
handling, warehousing solutions and solid waste management. Our journey 
began in the year 1995 as a proprietorship firm, and with the rising demand 
in industrial plastic products, we quickly scaled the business to a large 
organisation with multiple branches in Chennai, Hyderabad, Bangalore and 
the Middle East. In the recent years, we have taken big strides by becoming 
the only authorized country channel partner for Mahsing plastic Industries 
Sdn bhd, a world renowned plastic manufacturer in Malaysia.
Our in-depth knowledge in the field of plastics, dedicated R&D and certified 
manufacturing techniques, enabled us to develop our very own line of 
Plastic Pallets and Waste Bins brand named 'SAF' which is gaining popularity 
and momentum in India.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered 

Material Handling, Solid waste Management, Hospitality Products, 
Commercial Kitchen Equipment, Insulated Boxes, Building Products, Road 
Safety Equipment’s 

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Vidhya Ramesh
Secretary of Director
9884422255
marketing@kmsplastworld.co.in

mailto:marketing@kmsplastworld.co.in
http://www.kmsplastworld.co.in
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KONE ELEVATOR INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Prestige Centre Court, 9th Floor, The Forum Vijaya Mall,  

Plot No.183, NSK Salai, Arcot Road, Vadapalani, Chennai – 600 026
Website : www.kone.in

Main Area of Business Manufacture, Supply, Installation, Servicing & Modernisation of Elevators & 
Escalators

Organization Profile At KONE, our mission is to improve the flow of urban life. As a global leader in 
the elevator and escalator industry, KONE provides elevators and escalators, 
as well as solutions for maintenance and modernization to add value to 
buildings throughout their life cycle.  KONE’s presence in India dates back to 
1984 and today it is the leading elevator company in India. Based in Chennai, 
KONE India serves customers all over the country through its 50+ branches 
and provides sustainable People Flow™ solutions for India’s rapidly growing 
cities. 

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

At KONE, we provide smart & energy efficient vertical transportation 
solutions across all building segments – Residential, Retail, Medical, Public 
Infrastructure, Hotel & Office Buildings.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

V.Srinivasan
Senior Manager (Marketing Communication)
+91 99405 74081
v.srinivasan@kone.com
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LARSEN & TOUBRO LIMITED
Larsen & Toubro Limited, Mount Poonamallee Road,

Manapakkam, P.B.No.979, Chennai - 600 089.
Website : www.lntecc.com

Main Area of Business Technology, engineering, construction, manufacturing and financial services

Organization Profile Larsen & Toubro is an Indian multinational engaged in EPC Projects, Hi-Tech 
Manufacturing and Services. It operates in over 50 countries worldwide. 
The Company’s manufacturing footprint extends across eight countries in 
addition to India. L&T has several international offices and a supply chain 
that extends around the globe.
A strong, customer-focused approach and the constant quest for top-class 
quality have enabled us to attain and sustain leadership in our major lines of 
business for over eight decades. L&T is engaged in core, high impact sectors 
of the economy and our integrated capabilities span the entire spectrum of 
‘design to delivery’. Every aspect of our varied businesses is characterised 
by professionalism and high standards of corporate governance.
L&T Construction, the construction arm of L&T, is India’s largest construction 
organization and among the top global contractors offering EPC 
solutions with single-source responsibility to execute large industrial and 
infrastructure projects from concept to commissioning. It encompasses 
multiple businesses, with distinct but complementary capabilities, that 
address various core segments of infrastructure and industry.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered  
(In less than 40 words)

Larsen & Toubro is an Indian multinational engaged in EPC Projects, Hi-Tech 
Manufacturing and Services.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Dr S. Rajkumar 

8754474018
energyraj@lntecc.com

http://www.lntecc.com
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LEHRY VALVES
Lehry Interactive Valve Experience Studio, Spencer Plaza Ph-3, Anna salai, Chennai 600002

Email : sanjay@lehryvalves.com
Website : www.lehryvalves.com

Main Area of Business Manufacturing – Mechanical & Automated Valves, flow measuring devices.

Organization Profile Lehry Valves is a “Make in India” manufacturing company with 70 years 
of Industrial experience, with offices in all major Metros across India with 
overseas offices in Sri Lanka, UAE, and USA.
Lehry is a manufacturer and solution provider of Mechanical valves and 
Automated Utility management Systems for MEP services in the water 
services field. We cater to Industries right from Food production 
Pharmaceuticals, Automotive, Aeronautical, and many more. Lehry 
specializes in manufacturing green and sustainable valves best suited for 
drinking water applications, manufacture high grade resilient valves for 
Firefighting, and provide water conservation solutions through automation. 
We boast approvals from Local Government bodies such as BIS & ISI, 
international approvals/certifications such as FM, UL, NSF, and CE.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

Ball Valves, Butterfly Valves, Check Valves, Pressure control valves, water 
meters, tank & pump control systems, Motorized Valves, Water flow control 
valves, FM approved UL listed Valves, NSF approved valves

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Sanjay Jude
Director – BD & Strategy
+91 8754497770
Sanjay@lehryvalves.com
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MUSASHI PAINT INDIA PVT LTD.
P-37/2, 7th Avenue, Mahindra World City, Chengalpet, Tamil Nadu – 603 004.

Email : techsouth@gaina.co.in
Website : www.gaina.co.in

Main Area of Business Industrial & Residential Paints

Organization Profile Musashi Paint Group was founded in 1958. We are now a paint company 
group that leads the industry with a network of thirteen bases in nine 
countries, as well as a system that allows us to develop and manufacture the 
same quality of paint all around the world.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

JAPAN / Services Offered in multiples countries include in INDIA.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Vishal Joshua J
Technical Engineer.
9150055171
techsouth@gaina.co.in
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NBM MEDIA PVT. LTD.
B-27, 2nd Floor, Nizamuddin(West), New Delhi-110013, INDIA

Email : info@nbmcw.com, info@mgsarchitecture.in
Website : www.nbmcw.com

Main Area of Business Publication of Magazine

Organization Profile Delhi-based NBM Media published it first magazine NBM&CW in 1995. Today, 
it is India’s No.1 publication for infrastructure construction and equipment 
sector. Over the years NBM Media expanded to include three more 
magazines: MGS Architecture magazine, Lifting & Logistics, and Concrete 
Technology. All the magazines are available in both print and digital formats. 
The print copy is distributed across India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal, and 
Bhutan while the electronic copy is being read in 200 countries worldwide. 
Started in 2003, MGS Architecture, a subscription-based monthly magazine, 
covers both Indian and global architecture and interior design, with a focus 
on building materials both modern and traditional, especially eco-friendly 
products (as the name indicates - Modern Green Structures). Its contents 
include well-researched articles, interviews with heads of building product 
manufacturing companies, industry news and events, architectural and 
interior design projects, new products, and authored articles by industry 
experts.   

Products Manufactured  
 
Services Offered 

We are India’s only techno-commercial publication which not only works 
very closely with Professional service firms (like CRISIL, ICRA, CBRE, JLL, 
ERNST & YOUNG etc) and engineering & research institutions (like IITs, 
CRRI, Structural Engineering Research Center, Indian Concrete Institute, 
American Concrete Institute, ACCE, INSTRUCT, numerous engineering 
colleges) etc but also with industry associations like IGBC, CII, PHD Chamber 
of Commerce, FICCI, iCEMA, CERA, APOI, HTOA, etc. So, these association 
with technical institutes and industry bodies helps us to produce multi-
dimensional editorial coverage for our readers.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Mr. S K RIZVI
Vice President – Business Development
+91-9810919797
marketing @nbmcw.com
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NEBESKIE LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
3rd Floor, AWFIS Omr, Rajiv Gandhi Salai, Kandanchavadi, Chennai

Email : rahul@nebeskie.com
Website : www.nebeskie.com

Main Area of Business Nebeskie Labs focuses on industry, infrastructure, mobility, and utility, 
creating IIoT edge technologies for efficient factories, buildings, and smart 
cities and simplify integrating operation technology with information 
technology for efficiency reducing the carbon footprint, and promote 
sustainability.

Organization Profile Nebeskie Labs is an industry 4.0 company, headquartered in Chennai, with a 
mission to enable organizations to adopt digitization and save up to 40% of 
operation costs. Our customers include Danfoss, Emami, UNIDO, Harrisons 
Malayalam, RPSG CPL, Emerich Energy, and we are part of CII - ACE 2021 
cohort. We are backed by Quality Power (India), Inavitas & Veera Energy, 
Australia having operation in 78 Countries 
Accolades: 

•	 "Most Innovative Energy Saving Product" - 21st National Award for 
Excellence in Energy Management - CII 

•	 Featured in 60 Edge computing companies to watch in 2021 - STL 
Partners, UK

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

Enture IIoT Edge Platform is a comprehensive, pre-integrated industrial suite 
built for innovation at an enterprise scale. Enture is interoperable as well as 
modular and connects data and systems across every level, from control 
layer to cloud throughout an enterprise.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Iffthikar Baig
Industry 4.0 Consultant
7305945766
iffthikar@nebeskie.com
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NExON PAINTS PVT. LTD.
8-2-293/K/5 & Plot No. 5, 3rd Floor, Kamalapuri Colony, Hyderabad- 500073

Email : Care@nexonpaints.com
Website : https://nexonpaints.com/

Main Area of Business Paint Manufacturing (interior and exterior emulsions, primers, tile coats, 
floor coatings, enamels, wood finishes, metal primers, textured finishes, and 
more)

Organization Profile Established in 2008, Nexon Paints is a dynamic leader in creative innovation, 
transforming spaces into vibrant masterpieces. Our commitment to 
excellence consistently delivers top-quality interior and exterior paints, 
primers, enamels, wood finishes, and more. With a strong presence in South 
India and a network of 3000+ authorized dealers nationwide, we ensure 
accessibility to our exceptional products. Our dedicated team of 300+ 
professionals drives relentless innovation, leading the industry through 
groundbreaking solutions. Nexon Paints sets new standards, redefining the 
painting experience and harmonizing a world of colors with every space.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

interior and exterior emulsions, primers, tile coats, floor coatings, enamels, 
wood finishes, metal primers, textured finishes, thinner, putty

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Abhilash CV
Asst Manager Marketing
9281119415
abhilash@nexonpaints.com, care@nexonpaints.com 

mailto:abhilash@nexonpaints.com
mailto:care@nexonpaints.com
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NIPPON PAINT INDIA PVT LIMITED
PRESTIGE PALLADIUM BAYAN, 9th Floor, 129, 140, Greams Rd, Thousand Lights West, 

Thousand Lights, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600006
Website : https://www.nipponpaint.co.in

Main Area of Business Hi tech Paint & Construction chemicals 

Organization Profile Nippon Paint produces high-quality paints with an emphasis on innovation 
and eco-friendliness. We are driven by the philosophy to consistently deliver 
paint solutions that not only serve your needs, but also protect the world 
we live in.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

Interior Wall Paint, Exterior Wall Paint, Wood and Metal Paint, 
Construction Solutions, Primers & Undercoats  

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Ms Nithi.S
Head Specifiers Segment 
9677685551
nithi.s@nipponpaint.co.in

Nidhish Rathi
Contact No – 8951185877
nidhish.rathi@nipponpaint.co.in

mailto:nithi.s@nipponpaint.co.in
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OLYMPIA GROUP
Plot No 1 SIDCO industrial Estate, Guindy, Chennai - 600032

Email : sales@olympiagroup.in
Website : www.olympiagroup.in

Main Area of Business Real Estate Developers – Residential, Commercial, Industrial

Organization Profile Attached Separatelty

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Senthamizh Selvan
Deputy Manager – Marketing & Sales
9840696630
senthamizh@olympiagroup.in
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PANACHE GREEN TECH SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
13, Satyanarayan Industrial Estate B/h Water Tank, Gorwa, Vadodara, Gujarat 390016

Email : info@panachegreen.com
Website : www.panachegreen.com

Main Area of Business Manufacturing and service providers in High SRI coatings for roofs and non-
roof areas, Waterproofing solutions and Thermal insulation. 

Organization Profile Pioneers in Energy-Efficient Building Solutions. Our eco-friendly products 
hold international certifications and are approved for LEED, IGBC & GRIHA. 
Awarded for innovation, we've partnered with US Dept of Energy and 
municipalities to reduce city temps and save energy. We value our people 
and prioritize ethical, empowering business practices. Join us in creating a 
cooler, greener India.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Solar Insulation – Cool Tops, Cool Wrap, Cool Top Xpress
Thermal Insulation – Insulmix Screed, Insulmix Wall Plaster
Waterproofing – FAP (Fabric Applied Protective Plaster) & FASC (Fabric 
Applied Sustainable Cool Roofing System)

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Neetu Jain
Managing Director
+91 9825135651
neetu@panachegreen.com
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PENTAAQUA PVT. LTD.
A-203, GODREJ COLLISEUM, BEHIND EVERARD NAGAR, SION (e), MUMBAI-4000022

Email : amit.doshi@pentaaqua.com, sales@pentaaqua.com
Website : www.pentaaqua.com

Main Area of Business WATER & WASTE WATER TREATMENT PLANTS

Organization Profile PENTAAQUA-DOSHION  has over four  decades of experience in Water and 
Waste Water Technologies. With more than 40 years of overall total experience 
in India and abroad  with over  5000  projects for water and sewage water across 
India. We provide you an optimum solution to aim for faster deliveries, latest 
features, operational convenience and ease of installation. We provide after 
sales support, with fully dedicated team, spread across the country, by having 
local service stations with centralized inventory for spares & consumables.  We 
have our factories located At Ahemdabad and all the components are available 
readily making it easy for 24 x 7 services & supply of consumables with on Site/
off site Lab Services & Retrofitting,Trouble Shooting, Repairing, Revamping & 
Modification Services, O & M Contracts (Comprehensive & Non comprehensive).
We have best technology for high  standard manufacturing, fabrication and 
assembling facilities, from which we are able to serve to the clientele across 
India & abroad with highest level of quality. Our detailed engineering helps to 
offer superior quality, reliable and user friendly package, assuring best water 
foot print and optimum quality of water for every use. We design and implement 
innovative water and waste water treatment programs, projects and business 
operation solutions that match the specific needs of our clients. Highly qualified  
with In-depth industry experience, our team of technicians deliver advanced 
water treatment solutions Our diverse team of industry professionals combine 
extensive training with In-depth expertise to deliver superior water treatment 
solutions that suit the varied needs of our broad client base.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

RAINMAKER – Filtration & softening pack
PUREAQUA RO - Pack for drinking & others
SNOWFLAKE - High purity drinking & other hygienic
Packaged STP/ETP plants:
STREAM MBBR pack
ICEBERG MBR pack
WATERFALL SBR pack
Customised Turnkey Projects 
EFFLUENT TREATMENT & ZLD
CLOUDBURST – Hydro booster system
PENTAPURE – point of use drinking water system
PENTACURE – O&M and AMC service

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

MS. SHIKHA NAIR
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
9702797755
sales@pentaaqua.com
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PERFECT INFRAENGINEERS LTD
R-637, TTC, Rabale, Navi Mumbai - 400701, Maharashtra, India

Email : info@perfectinfra.com
Website : perfectinfra.com

Main Area of Business Manufacturing of renewable energy based product

Organization Profile Founded by Nimesh & Manisha Mehta - with 25+ years of industry experience
Incorporated in 1996, undertaking HVAC / MEP turnkey projects 
Successfully completed projects of 25,000+ HP across the country in the 
companies history
Established its presence in geographies outside India such as Nigeria and 
Tanzania
Got Listed on the Emerge platform of National Stock Exchange (NSE) on 
Nov 20, 2015
Perfect partnered with SunTrac Solar LLC, a Tempe AZ (USA) company, in 
November 2018
Signing an exclusive license to manufacture and sell their ground-breaking 
technology in India
The Hybrid Thermal Solar Panel - Reducing AC electricity bills by upto 40%!

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

Perfect Infraengineers has partnered with an American company, SunTrac 
Solar, to manufacture and market the Hybrid Thermal Solar Panels in India. 
The technology connects to any existing or new Air conditioner and can 
save upto 60% electricity during daytime operation.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Krishna Mehta
Head of Business Development
9870033483
krishna@perfectinfra.com
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PLATO GREEN TECH PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No.1, Survey No. 105/C, 4th Floor, E. Malla Reddy Complex Kompally,  

Hyderabad - TS 500 014
Email : commercial@aquatron.co.in

Website : www.aquatron.co.in

Main Area of Business Water Treatment Solutions – Specializing in Ecological Waste Water 
Treatment

Organization Profile We specialize in the development of Eco-Friendly Sewage Treatment Plants 
(STPs). Our cutting-edge technology has garnered global recognition for its 
efficiency and environmental consciousness. With over 15,000 successful 
installations worldwide, we have established ourselves as a trusted leader in 
sustainable wastewater treatment. Aquatron ® our award winning product 
works without electricity or mechanical parts to provide India’s only GreenPro 
certified STP solution.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered 

Waste Water Treatment

Raw Water Treatment

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Mr. Anil Bollina
CEO
79950 57852
commercial@aquatron.co.in

mailto:commercial@aquatron.co.in
mailto:commercial@aquatron.co.in
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PROFILE DATA CENTER SOLUTION
36 AB, Charkop Industrial Estate, Kandivali, Mumbai.

Email : sales@profile-solution.com
Website : https://www.profile-solution.com

Main Area of Business At Profile data Center Solutions, our primary goal is to leverage engineering 
simulation to drive sustainable innovation. We are dedicated to assisting 
organizations in optimizing their products, improving energy efficiency, and 
minimizing. Through cutting-edge simulation technologies, we aim to help 
companies design and develop environmentally responsible solutions that 
contribute to a more sustainable future.

Organization Profile Profile Solution, headquartered in Mumbai and having office in Singapore, 
comprises of a team of engineering and manufacturing experts. Our main 
objective at Profile Solution is to utilize engineering simulation to promote 
sustainable innovation. We are committed to supporting organizations in 
optimizing their products, minimizing waste, enhancing energy efficiency. 
By utilizing advanced simulation technologies, our aim is to assist 
companies in creating environmentally conscious solutions that contribute 
to a sustainable future. 

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

Structural False Ceiling Grid-Aluminum

Thermal Air Flow Management 

Data center Containment.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Amaan Dhala 
Manager 
9324901023
amaan@profile-solution.com
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RETAS ENVIRO SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
Rc-56/21, 3rd floor, Sector-62, Noida, Uttar Pradesh- 201301

Email : ankit.magan@resplindia.com
Website : www.retaswatersolutions.com

Main Area of Business Fresh Water Management, Modular Rainwater Harvesting

Organization Profile RETAS ENVIRO SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED, was incorporated in 
September 2017 with a vision of creating a self-sustainable environment 
through scientific methods for recharging and conserving rainwater. Our 
goal is to be an integrated fresh water management company addressing 
issues such as water scarcity, groundwater depletion, flood mitigation, and 
working towards maximizing water usability while reducing overall water 
wastage. In a nutshell, we aspire to promote "Net Zero Water" in buildings 
and the built environment.
Since our inception, we have installed over 1000 rainwater harvesting 
structures, contributing to the conservation of more than 600 million 
liters of water across 21 cities and union territories. In addition to rainwater 
conservation, Retas actively contributes to creating a sustainable future by 
reducing the plastic footprint. Our trademarked Rainmaxx tanks are made 
entirely from recycled polypropylene.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered 

Using Rainmaxx we offer recharge, store& reuse, flood mitigation & bioswale

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Ankit Magan
Director
9711074119
Ankit.magan@resplindia.com

mailto:ankit.magan@resplindia.com
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RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
RELIANCE CORPORATE PARK, 5, TTC, INDUSTRIAL AREA, THANE BELAPUR ROAD,

GHANSOLI, NAVI MUMBAI Mumbai-400701, Maharashtra India
Email : info@ril.com

Website : www.ril.com

Main Area of Business Reliance New Energy is solar panel manufacturer and renewable energy 
solutions provider

Organization Profile Reliance New Energy is building a fully integrated renewable energy 
ecosystem. Committed to a sustainable future, we lead the charge in 
renewable energy solutions, embracing solar and wind power, energy 
storage, and the production of green hydrogen. Our giga factories, 
powered by cutting-edge technology, are being built to manufacture solar 
modules, advanced energy storage batteries, and electrolyzers, propelling 
India towards self-reliance in clean energy. As pioneers in the clean energy 
revolution, we will bridge the gap between industry and environmental 
responsibility, ensuring an equitable, sustainable, and green future for the 
nation and the world.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Solar Panel Manufacturer

Renewable Energy Solutions Provider

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Shaili Yadav
Head- Marketing, Distributed RE
+91 7799333701
Shaili.yadav@ril.com

mailto:info@ril.com
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SAKSHAM PLUMBING PVT LTD
80 Akash Vihar, Ranhola, Nangloi Najafgarh Road, Delhi - 110041

Email : sales@sakshamplumbing.com
Website : www.sakshamplumbing.com

Main Area of Business Smart Plumbing Station | Sustainable Plumbing

Organization Profile Saksham Plumbing Pvt Ltd pioneers eco-friendly solutions with the 
innovative क्यूB Smart Plumbing Station. Specializing in reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions and operational costs, our cutting-edge technology optimizes 
water usage and enhances plumbing efficiency. By seamlessly integrating 
sustainability and profitability, we redefine the plumbing landscape, ensuring 
a greener future for businesses.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

The क्यूB Smart Plumbing Station revolutionizes plumbing by automating 
complex tasks, minimizing the need for skilled manpower. This innovative 
system enhances efficiency, reduces operational costs, and optimizes 
resource utilization, streamlining plumbing processes for increased 
productivity.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Nikhil Jain
Founder
9810858062
sales@sakshamplumbing.com
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SIDVIG & CO- KHADI PRAKRITIK PAINT
Khadi India Prakritik Paint Manufacturing Unit, Periyammanagar, Thaiyur, Chennai 603103

Email : Sidvig2021@gmail.com
Website : www.sidvig.com

Main Area of Business An innovative ,eco-friendly and cost-effective in Paint industry from Khadi 
India – KVIC  inspired from the age-old Indian tradition of coating the walls 
and floor of the houses with cow dung. The ancient practice is redesigned 
into a modern product

Organization Profile We SIDVIG & CO, aims at continuous expansion of activities by innovative 
and Eco-logical products , we have great passion on colors and quality of 
service to support a sustainable environment

Products Manufactured /
Services Offered 

We are the only Organic Paint Manufacturer - Khadi India Prakritik Paint, 
Products that we do supply and apply are Putty, Primer , Emulsion ( standard, 
Premium , Glossy ) Wood and Metal Water Based Primer and Paints , Metallic 
color paints and Water Proofing materials 

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Ramesh Kumar AM 
Business Head 
6380132758
Sidvig2021@gmail.com
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SAMAKHYA SUSTAINABLE ALTERNATIVES P. L.
224, Gali No 2, Guru Angad Nagar West Laxmi Nagar, New Delhi. 110092

Email : info@samakhya.com
Website : www.samakhya.com

Main Area of Business Natural fiber insulation material manufacturer

Organization Profile Samakhya Sustainable Alternatives is a social enterprise working with rural 
collectives towards climate resilience, by revolutionising indigenous textiles 
and fibres through local innovations. We empower over 3000 rural pastoral 
and artisanal community members, in our journey to revive and re-caliberate 
indigenous natural fibres and textiles of the Thar desert. 

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

Magra sheets to be used for thermal and acoustic insulation on the walls or 
behind ceilings to create a thermal barrier. 
Available thicknesses:
2mm
4mm
6mm
12mm
Application: Felts can be tailored / implemented for acoustic / thermal 
insulation in Prayer Rooms / Halls - Board Rooms - Classrooms - Auditoriums 
- Indoor Sports Arenas etc.

Insulation Rolls 
20mm handwoven insulation rolls which could be applied behind the wall or 
on ceiling, for better thermal insulation. 
Application: Rolls can be tailored / implemented for thermal insulation in 
Prayer Rooms / Halls - Board Rooms - Classrooms - Auditoriums - Indoor 
Sports Arenas etc.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Danish Choudhary
9871891770
danish@samakhya.com
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SEATING WORLD
1st floor, Srida Anushka Pride, Road No. 12, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad- 500034

Email : dinesh@seatingworldindia.com
Website : seatingworldindia.com

Main Area of Business TELANGANA, ANDHRA PRADESH, TAMIL NADU, KARNATAKA, 
MAHARASHTRA AND MANY MORE

Organization Profile We, at Seating World, have an experience of 25 years in providing highly 
professional and aesthetic decor furniture solutions to workspaces with 
masterpieces sourced from globally renowned brands. We offer complete 
office furniture solutions our experienced expertise and know how on 
providing accurate solutions sets us apart. At Seating World, we have a deep-
seated admiration for workspaces and the holistic approach to transform 
them into a lively environment. Several brands anchor our comprehensive 
portfolio. Together, we design spaces to help them evolve and grow

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Our product offerings for office spaces include- loose furniture, cafe 
furniture, outdoor seating, pods, modular, locking systems, glass partitions 
and carpet flooring.

We have a manufacturing unit of about 1,50,000 sq.ft where we manufacture 
a variety of bespoke furniture ranging from cafeteria, lounge and modular 
furniture.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Dinesh A. Manghnani
Assosiate Director
9704820349
dinesh@seatingworldindia.com
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SKYSHADE DAYLIGHTS PVT LTD
404,Jyothi flora, Plot No – 240, B block, Madhapur,Hyderabad,Telangana- 500081

Email : marketing@skyshade.in
Website : www.skyshade.in

Main Area of Business Daylighting and Shades

Organization Profile Pioneer in design and manufacturing of DAYLIGHTING &SHADING systems 
for buildings to improve energy efficiency.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Lightpipe®, Norikool®, Ventilight®, Skyshelves®, Lighting Controllers, 

Tensile Structures & Facades.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Jayasimha N
Regional Manager
09394366885
jayasimha@skyshade.in
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SREE JAYAJOTHI CEMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
9th Floor, III Block, My Home Hub, Madhapur, Hyderabad-81

Email : cc@myhomegroup.in
Website : www.mahacement.com

Main Area of Business Cement Manufacturing

Organization Profile SREE JAYAJOTHI CEMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED  is a part of My Home group 
of companies, having registered office at 9th Floor, Block-3, My Home 
Hub, Madhapur, Hyderabad -500 081, Telangana with main objects of 
manufacturing and sale of cement.  
The Cement factory of the Company is situated at in Nandyal District of 
Andhra Pradesh.  The installed capacity of the plant is 3.2 million tones per 
annum. 
The Company’s cement is marketed under the brand “MAHA”, which has 
been well accepted and acknowledged as a premium brand. The company 
has established very wide market network with 2335 dealers and 7 regional 
offices in the States of Andhra Pradesh,  Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and Kerala.  

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered  

Cement of Various types like OPC 53, OPC 43, PPC, PSC and Composite 
Cement

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

S S MOURAY
Sr.GM-Customer Service
04066929695
CC@MYHOMEGROUP.IN
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SRI CITY PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.85, KUTCHERY ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI 600004

Email : info@sricity.in
Website : www.sricity.in

Main Area of Business Industrial Park

Organization Profile Sri City, an integrated business city is located alongside NH16, on the 
southern tip of Andhra Pradesh, 55km away from Chennai. Sri City is 
spread over 7500 acres and offer the land on a lease basis for 99 years. 
Sri City has Multi-Product SEZ/DTZ/FTWZ/EMC within its precincts. Sri City 
offers Industrial plots, Ready Built Factory, Built-to-Suit with world class 
infrastructure like robust internal road, power, water, sewage network, waste 
management, green initiatives and single desk clearance for immediate 
approval process. It is well connected by road, rail networks and has access 
to four seaports and two international airports.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered 

SEZ, DTZ, EMC & FTWZ

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Ashwin Murali
Marketing Analyst
7358107720
ashwin.m@sricity.in
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THERMAx LIMITED
3rd Floor, TVH Beliciaa Towers, Phase 1, Main Road, MRC 

Nagar, Raja Annamalai Puram, Chennai, Tamil Nadu
Email : Jayanth.Visvanathan@thermaxglobal.com

Website : www.thermaxglobal.com

Main Area of Business HEAT, COOL, POWER, CLEAN AND RECYCLE

Organization Profile Thermax Group is an INR 4,899 Cr. (661 Million US$) company 
headquartered in Pune, India. Its business portfolio includes 
products for heating, cooling, water and waste management, 
and specialty chemicals. The company also designs, builds and 
commissions large boilers for steam and power generation, 
turnkey power plants, industrial and municipal wastewater 
treatment plants, waste heat recovery systems and air pollution 
control projects.
We operate globally through 29 international offices and 14 
manufacturing facilities – 10 of which are in India and 4 overseas.
Our presence spans 88 countries and supports customers through 
an extensive sales & service network spread over Asia, South East 
Asia, Middle East, Africa, Europe and the Americas.
The group consists of 7 wholly owned domestic subsidiaries and 
21 wholly owned overseas subsidiaries.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Boilers, Chillers, Steam Accessories, Air Pollution Equipment’s, 
Chemicals, Water & Waste Water Solutions, Solar

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Jayanth Visvanathan
Marketing & Business Development
Corporate Functions - Thermax Limited
Mobile : 8754005995
Jayanth.visvanathan@thermaxglobal.com
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THERMOSHIELD INDIA PVT. LTD
#29/4, 4th Main, Sultanpalya, Bangalore - 560032

Email : navalkarrajpal@gmail.com
Website : www.thermoshieldindia.con

Main Area of Business Providing eco-friendly, innovative solutions for roofs.  Thermoshield® products are 
Ceramic based, High Albedo (Hight Reflective), Non-Toxic protective Coatings, 
designed for Industrial, Commercial and Residential applications.
Cool Roof, Waterproofing, Bio Gas, and Solar

Organization Profile Founded in Bangalore, India in 2005, we are a green minded construction 
solutions company that specializes in Thermal insulation coatings, waterproofing, 
eco solutions, engineered eco flooring solutions and specialty building products. 
With more than3 decades of experience behind us and millions of square feet of 
projects well done under our belts, THERMOSHIELD INDIA PVT LTD. - TIPL brings 
unmatched qualification to each project. TIPL has a strong presence in the Green 
Movement, being one of the founding members and active participants of the 
Indian Green Building Council, we are also members of the United States Green 
Building Council, Eco Housing and TERI. Thermoshield® products are Ceramic 
based, High Albedo (Hight Reflective), Non-Toxic protective Coatings, designed 
for Industrial, Commercial and Residential applications.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

High Albedo Roof Coatings - An innovative exterior / roofing technology 
combining strength, lightweight protection and integral insulation. Thermoshield® 
products are Ceramic based, High Albedo (Hight Reflective), Non-Toxic protective 
Coatings, designed for Industrial, Commercial and Residential applications.  For 
improving Sustainability and Green Building design on many types of roofs 
(concrete, steel, and many others); it may be utilized wherever a weather resistant 
breathing membrane-like energy savings coating is required.

TS 206 EMB - FLExIBLE BITUMEN BASED MEMBRANE - EMB is a ready to 
use bitumen based emulsion, protective and waterproof coating. It is a high 
performance coating that dries to a tough, impermeable waterproof membrane.

Thermo-Shield® °Cool Roof Coats are High SRI coatings, made from a water-
based pure acrylic resin system, filled with vacuumed sodium borosilicate 
ceramic microspheres of less than 100 microns in size. Thermo-Shield °Cool Roof 
Coat reduces significant amount of Solar Heat Gain, keeping roof temperatures 
low, effectively reducing cooling loads.
Thermo-Shield® Roof Coats are excellent for waterproofing sloped and flat 
roofs. Thermo-Shield® products are specifically designed and developed to solve 
all the problems found in common paint and roofing products. Thermo-Shield® 
products longevity is unsurpassed even under the most severe conditions and 
climates.

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Rajpal Navalkar
Managing Director
9845079959
navalkarrajpal@gmail.com
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TRIO SOLAR PVT LTD
3B,3rd Floor, Abirami Towers, Dr Nair Road, T Nagar 600017

Email : sales@triosolar.co.in
Website : www.triosolar.in

Main Area of Business Trio Solar pvt ltd is into the business of Renewable energy. Our Journey is 
into building affordable Solar energy solutions with unmatched services 
enduring value.

Organization Profile We are into the business of Power Generation through renewable energy 
sources, particularly Solar solutions which includes services of Consultation, 
Engineering procurement and construction, Operations and management 
and Power purchase agreements. Our End to End guide on the above gives 
our client a clear BOOT Model for better Return on their investments and 
better savings on the power consumption pattern.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

Consulation towards Power generation and savings consumption

Engineering procurement and construction

Operations and Maintenance including SCADA monitoring

Power Purchase Agreement

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Vijay R
CEO
9940028476
vijay@triosolar.in

mailto:vijay@triosolar.in
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TVS EMERALD
4th Floor, Ispahani Centre, Nungambakkam, Chennai - 600034

Email : contactus@tvsemerald.com
Website : www.tvsemerald.com

Main Area of Business Real Estate 

Organization Profile TVS Emerald, backed by 112 years of dedicated service, is your trusted 
partner for dream homes. As part of the esteemed TVS Group, we embody 
trust, value, exactness and passion for customers. Our homes, crafted by 
top architects, reflect a commitment to excellence. As a testament to our 
founder's vision, we prioritize customer satisfaction, delivering projects 
on time and maintaining them with care. TVS Emerald, synonymous with 
quality, brings you not just homes but a lifestyle you can trust and value. 
Discover the essence of reliability and distinction in every home we build.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

TVS Emerald Lake Shore – Plotted Developments - Near Siruseri 

TVS Emerald Luxor – Luxury High Rise Apartments – at Anna Nagar

TVS Emerald Elements – Premium High-Rise Apartments – at Kovilambakkam

TVS Emerald Green Enclave – Premium Low-Rise Apartments – at Porur
TVS Emerald Aaranya – Luxury Villas & Row Houses – at Medavakkam
TVS Emerald Peninsula – Premium Apartments – at Manapakkam

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Prathap Rajendhiran
Quality Manager
9150411124
Prathap@tvsemerald.com
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SUPREME PETROCHEM LTD
Solitaire Corporate Park, Bldg. No. 11, 5th Floor, 167 Guru Hargovindji Marg, Andheri – 

Ghatkopar Link Road, Chakala, Andheri (E), Mumbai – 400093.
Email : ap_panda@spl.co.in

Website : www.insuboard.com & www.supremepetrochem.com

Main Area of Business Manufacturer of: 
Polystyrene (PS), 
Expandable Polystyrene (EPS),
Compounds & Masterbatches, 
Extruded Polystyrene (XPS)  (Brand Name INSUboard)

Organization Profile Supreme Petrochem Ltd. is promoted jointly by The Supreme Industries 
Ltd., India’s largest plastics processor, and diversified R. Raheja Investments 
Pvt Ltd. 
SPL commenced operations in 1995, is the undisputed leader in Polystyrene 
in India and one of the largest single location PS producers in Asia. The 
company proudly serves customers in more than 100 countries worldwide. 
SPL is also the largest producer of Expandable Polystyrene (EPS) in India. 
Supreme Petrochem Ltd in 2007 started India’s first and only integrated plant 
of XPS (Extruded Polystyrene) thermal Insulation foam boards (INSUboard) 
to support and promote Green Building movement in India and registered 
with IGBC and GRIHA. 

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

Polystyrene

Expandable Polystyrene (EPS)

Extruded Polystyrene 
INSUboard XPS boards is ideal thermal insulation material for Building 
Envelope (Roof, Floor & Wall) application has potential to contribute up to 
40% in energy savings. 
INSUboard is also ideal for Pre Cast & Pre Engineered Buildings, Cold Chain 
sector, Vaccine packaging, Hydroponics, False Ceiling, Door/ Partition Core, 
Under-deck Ceiling applications.

Compounds and Masterbatches

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Jayaram, B.S
Regional Manager (XPS Division)
9845317454
bs_jayaram@spl.co.in

http://www.insuboard.com
http://www.supremepetrochem.com
mailto:bs_jayaram@spl.co.in
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ULTRATECH CEMENT LIMITED
109, 1st floor, Ahura Centre, Mahakali Caves Road, Opp. Hotel Radisson,  

Andheri East, Mumbai 400093
Website : ultratech.care@adityabirla.com

Main Area of Business UltraTech is India’s No.1 Cement and No.1 Ready Mix Concrete (RMC) 
Company. It is also one of the leading players in the white cement segment 
in India. It is the third largest cement producer in the world, excluding China, 
and the only cement company globally (outside China) to have 137.85 MTPA 
of cement manufacturing capacity in a single country. The Company’s 
business operations span UAE, Bahrain, Sri Lanka and India.

Organization Profile UltraTech Cement Limited, a flagship company of the Aditya Birla Group, is 
a USD 7.9 billion building solutions powerhouse. 
UltraTech has a consolidated capacity of 137.85 MTPA of grey cement. 
UltraTech has 23 integrated manufacturing units, 29 grinding units, one 
Clinkerisation unit and 8 Bulk Packaging Terminals. UltraTech goes to market 
under the brand name Birla White in white cement. It has one White Cement 
unit and three Wall Care putty unit, with a current capacity of 1.98 MTPA. 
With 230+ Ready Mix Concrete (RMC) plants in 100+ cities, UltraTech is the 
largest manufacturer of concrete in India. 

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered 

UltraTech Cement offers all types of building products – from grey cement, 
white cement, cement based mortars, grouts, tiles adhesives, waterproofing 
products and a variety of ready-mix concrete, catering to varied applications 
and needs. For further information about UltraTech Products, Services & 
Solutions visit :
https://www.ultratechcement.com/for-homebuilders/products/overview

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Mr. Sandeep Kadam
AGM (Technical Advisory & Solutions to Customers)
9702096103
Sandeep.k@adityabirla.com

https://www.ultratechcement.com/for-homebuilders/products/overview
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VAAYUSENSE TECHNOLOGIES
B-201 Parsvanath Pratibha Sector-4, Moradabad

Email : info@vaayusense.com
Website : www.vaayusense.com

Main Area of Business Vaayusense Technologies operates across a spectrum of critical business 
areas to address the pressing need for clean and healthy air. We primarily 
focus on delivering comprehensive air quality monitoring services, offering 
real-time data and reporting for individuals, businesses, and municipalities. 
This includes monitoring both outdoor and indoor air quality using advanced 
sensor technology. 
Additionally, we also provide air cleaning solutions such as Air Purifier 
for AC, Electrostatic filters, and EC Fan. We also deliver environmental 
consulting services, guiding businesses and governmental agencies on 
how to enhance air quality and ensure compliance with environmental 
regulations, identifying trends and pollution sources from the vast amounts 
of information that we collect, providing valuable insights for both public 
health agencies and businesses. Our solutions are economically viable and 
resolve multiple issues with quick return on investment.

Organization Profile Vaayusense Technologies is a pioneering company dedicated to 
revolutionizing the way we perceive and safeguard our environment. 
Established in 2020, our mission is to enhance public health and wellbeing by 
creating cutting-edge air quality monitors and providing solutions to clean 
the air quality with advanced electrostatic filters that empower individuals 
and organizations to make informed decisions about their surroundings. 
At Vaayusense, we specialize in designing and manufacturing state-of-
the-art air quality monitors that set new industry standards. Our devices 
are meticulously crafted with advanced sensor technology and real-time 
data analysis capabilities, providing accurate and reliable measurements of 
various air pollutants and environmental parameters.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Air Quality Monitors, Electrostatic Filters, EC fans for AHU

Smart Home AQI Monitor, Air Filter for AC

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

Manu Singh
Sales and Marketing Manager
7428795366
info@vaayusense.com

http://www.vaayusense.com
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VERSA DRIVES PRIVATE LIMITED
351-B/2-A, Uzhaipalar Street, GN Mills Post, Idikarai, Coimbatore - 641029

Email : contact@versadrives.com
Website : www.versadrives.com

Main Area of Business Manufacture, Marketing, Sales and Customer Support of Electric fans

Organization Profile Versa Drives Private Limited (VDPL) was started in the year 2010 by Mr. M. Sundararajan and 
Mr. K. Durgasharan (Active Directors of company) for manufacturing motor control products. 
VDPL specializes in custom designed motor control solutions for original equipment 
manufacturers. The factory is located in Coimbatore and it is certified with ISO 9001:2008 
for design and manufacturing of motors & drives. At present the company employs about 
80 persons of whom about 25 are staffs and executives. There are Design and Development, 
manufacturing, quality assurance and material departments functioning in a single, 
comfortable and spacious building. VDPL has manufactured and supplied more than 60000 
drives till date that are working in the field even outside India. VDPL has received “Emerging 
Entrepreneur 2014” award for Southern region conducted CII.
VDPL produces energy efficient products which are economically viable and environment 
friendly. These energy efficient products have the potential to change the energy 
consumption at Indian homes in a significant way. As a start-up we launched Super- efficient 
ceiling fan with the brand name of Superfan in the year 2012. This Superfan consumes 
less than half the energy of the ordinary ceilings fans by delivering more or same air. The 
airflow efficiency is greater than the ENERGY STAR® requirements. Innovative design and 
manufacturing has made Superfan more affordable and rich in features. Apart from energy 
efficiency, Superfan has many beneficial features like remote control, precise speeds even 
in varying voltages, easy installation, green packing, fan motor with reduced harmonics and 
cool operation.
Superfan has the potential to save around 8000MW of electricity for India. This impact of 
Superfan’s innovation and its commercial viability, has led to securing first prize and cash 
award of Rs.
100000/- in India Innovation Initiative – i3 National Fair 2013 conducted by Department of 
Science & Technology of GOI, CII and Agilent Technologies.
Superfan has received honorable mention in the international design award 2013. Superfan 
has also won a prestigious international award, a bronze for Excellence in Design 2014, from 
Appliance Design Magazine.
Apart from producing energy efficient appliances, VDPL also conserves energy in 
manufacturing practice. In the last decade VDPL has reduced 1410 units in electricity 
consumption by replacing the normal ceiling fans of VDPL with our own designed Superfan. 
With this interest in energy saving VDPL had actively participated in the Mission energy 
Challenge 2014 organized by NDTV & Grundfos (http://sites.ndtv.com/missionenergy/video-
details-page/325771/).
VDPL is also the member of Indian Green building council. Now VDPL is closely interacting 
with Bureau of Energy Efficiency for promotion
of Superfan and for the better rating than the 5 star rating of existing ceiling fans.

Products Manufactured / 
Services Offered

Brand Superfan – India’s First BLDC Ceiling Fans

Contact Executive Name 
Designation 
Contact Number
Email

Mr. Pandian. R
Sales Head – TN 9597898130
pandian@superfan.in

mailto:contact@versadrives.com
http://www.versadrives.com/
http://sites.ndtv.com/missionenergy/video-details-page/325771/
http://sites.ndtv.com/missionenergy/video-details-page/325771/
mailto:pandian@superfan.in
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VINAYAK INDUSTRIES
F – 179, PHASE 1, UPSIDC, MASURI GULAWTHI ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA,  

GHAZIABAD (UP) 201015 INDIA
Email : sales@vinayakcorp.com

Website : www.vinayakcorp.com

Main Area of Business High SRI Roof coating, Summer Seal Roof Coating, Heat Reflective Coating
Eco friendly Coating, transparent heat reflective coating for glass.

Organization Profile Vinayak Industries is leader in Cool Roof Coating and Transparent Nano Heat 
Reflective Coating for glass. Our products helps in making climate resilient 
infrastructure, helping in reducing carbon emissions.
We have been committed to serving quality since the inception of 
manufacturing. Our years of experience and tirelessly working with a 
dedicated team towards manufacturing and application handling.
With a vision to make cool sustainable cities and save nature with the likes of 
products that makes living smoother and saves environment for betterment 
of mankind. Enhance the perception of living and to bring good fortune to 
humanity and nature, with technologically improved products to the society.

Products Manufactured /  
Services Offered

SUMMER SEAL – HIGH SRI COATING

COOLX – NANO TRANSPARENT GLASS COATING

VINSEAL3P – GI SHADE WATERPROOFING SOLUTION

FLYOFF – ANTI INSECT PAINT

Contact Executive
Name
Designation 
Contact Number
Email  

MOHIT AGARWAL
CO FOUNDER
+91 9810077530
sales@vinayakcorp.com




